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ABSTRACT
Microchannels andMinichannels are being used in electronic cooling, fuel cells,
automotive heat exchangers, micro refrigeration systems . They are also being
considered for high heat flux applications undermicrogravity environment in space
missions. Research laboratories and industries throughout the world are trying to explore
and tap the potential uses of these small diameter channels in various products and
applications. Before stepping in to any of the product design phase, fundamental issues
related to their performance have to be studied and resolved. This thesis work focuses on
resolving some of these fundamental issues related to flow boiling in small diameter
channels and augmenting the understanding of their basic performance characteristics.
The present experimental study is undertaken to determine the flow patterns, heat
transfer, pressure drop and effect of gravitational orientation on the flow boiling
characteristics ofwater in a set of six parallel minichannels, each 1054 jam wide by 197
\im deep and 63.5 mm long with a hydraulic diameter of 333 (im. The channels are
machined on top of a copper block and are covered with Lexan to permit visual
observation. The copper block along with the channel are heated by a cartridge heater.
The observed flow patterns provide important information regarding the boiling behavior.
The study is also extended to flow patterns under different gravitational orientations.
Signal analysis of the associated pressure drop fluctuations is studied and a new
correlation for predicting heat transfer coefficients is developed for flow in these
geometries and the correlation is tested with other data sets available in the literature.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Flow Patterns:
The experimental observation of flow patterns during flow boiling in microchannels
has been an interesting field ofwork intended to augment our understanding of the heat
transfer and two-phase flow mechanisms. A number of studies have been conducted
recently to observe the flow patterns during boiling in small channels with hydraulic
diameters ranging from 200 jim to 1 mm. The present study is aimed at studying the
flow patterns during flow boiling ofwater in two different channels ofhydraulic
diameters 207 |im and 333 \xm respectively. High-speed photography is used to obtain
video images of the flow field. The channels are machined on top of a copper block and
are covered with Lexan to permit visual observation. The copper block along with the
channels are heated by a cartridge heater. The effect of channel geometry on flow
patterns in single and multiple channels is studied as a function ofmass flux, heat flux
and location along the flow length. The results provide important information regarding
the boiling behavior in different aspect ratio channels with single and multiple parallel
flow channels.
Gravitational Orientation:
Microchannels and minichannels are being considered for high heat flux applications
under microgravity environment in space missions. An experimental study is undertaken
to determine the effect of gravitational orientation on the flow boiling characteristics of
water in a set of six parallel minichannels, each 1054 jam wide by 197 ^m deep and 63.5
mm long with a hydraulic diameter of 333 |nm. Three orientations are investigated under
the identical operating conditions ofheat flux and mass flux: horizontal, vertical
downflow and vertical upflow. High-speed images are obtained to reveal the detailed
two-phase flow structure and liquid-vapor interactions. The experimental data and high
speed flow visualization indicate that there are no major differences between the
horizontal and the vertical upflow cases. In the vertical downflow case however, the flow
reversal phenomenon was found to be more pronounced, with vapor flowing back into
the inlet manifold, leading to channel flow maldistribution, heat transfer degradation, and
an increase in pressure drop.
Flow Boiling Correlation:
As microchannels are applied in flow boiling applications as described above, it is
becoming apparent that the Reynolds number based on all liquid flow could approach
values below 100. The earlier work by Kandlikar and Steinke (2002, 2003) provided
modifications to the Kandlikar correlation (1990,1991) by extending the range of the
correlation to all-liquid Reynolds numbers in the range 1000 - 3000. The present work
utilizes the newly available data on flow boiling in microchannels that cover the all-liquid
flow Reynolds number between 50 - 500. A new correlation is developed in this range
that is able to predict the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient and its trends with quality,
heat flux and mass flux accurately within less than 15 percent mean deviation. It is noted
that the correlation accounts for the change of the flow boiling mechanism without
incorporating any additional empirical constants. The heat transfer mechanism during
flow boiling at such low Reynolds numbers is altered considerably indicating strong
presence ofnucleate boiling mode ofheat transfer.
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Signal Analysis of Pressure drop fluctuation:
The use ofphase change heat transfer in parallel minichannels and microchannels is
one of the solutions proposed for cooling high heat flux systems. The increase in pressure
drop in a two phase system is one of the problems that need to be studied in detail before
proceeding to any design phase. The pressure drop fluctuations in a network ofparallel
channels connected by a common head need to be addressed for stable operation of flow
boiling systems. The present work focuses on studying the pressure-drop fluctuations and
flow instabilities in a set of six parallel rectangular minichannels, each with 333 jam
hydraulic diameter. De-ionized and degassed water was used for all the experiments.
Pressure fluctuations are recorded and signal analysis is performed to find the dominant
frequencies and their amplitudes. These pressure fluctuations are then mapped to their
corresponding flow patterns observed using a high speed camera. The results help us to
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As, Aht Heat transfer surface area,
m2




CHF Constant heat flux
Dh Tube diameter, m
f Friction factor
FFi Fluid-surface parameter recommended by Kandlikar (1990, 1991). Ffi=1 for
water. FFi=l for stainless steel tubes for all fluids. See Kandlikar (1999) for
additional values.
Fr Froude number
G Mass flux, kg/m2S
H Height of the minichannel in jum
h Heat transfer coefficient,W/m K
hu} All-liquid flow single-phase heat transfer coefficient, W/m C
hjp Two-phase heat transfer coefficient,W/m C
iLc Latent heat ofvaporization, J/kg
k Thermal conductivity of liquid,W/mC
L Length of tube, m
Lsat Saturation length in the minichannel in \xm
Nu Nusselt number
AP Pressure drop in PSI, kPa
Pavg Test section average pressure, kPa
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qin Power input to the test section in Watts





ReLo All liquid flow Reynolds number
Ts Surface temperature, C
Tsat Saturation temperature, C
T Temperature, C











CBD Convective boiling dominant




Heat exchangers are utilized to transfer heat efficiently from one streaming fluid over a
solid boundary to another streaming fluid. Recent developments in automobile, aerospace,
power electronics and fuel cell had lead to a need for development of compact heat
exchangers. Compactness in heat transfer terminology is nothing but the need for high heat
transfer area per unit volume resulting in reduced space and weight. A promising solution is
offered by channels having small hydraulic diameters.
Flow boiling in these compact heat exchangers lead to complex interactions between
the liquid, vapor phases and the channel walls. These interactions have remarkable effects in
altering the flow patterns, Kandlikar et al. (2003). The effect of surface tension forces is
expected to be important, Triplett et al. (1999). The high pressure drops encountered in
minichannels and microchannels limit the flow rate, and the mass fluxes employed in these
channels are generally smaller than the conventional diameter tubes. The low mass flux
combined with the small channel diameter yields all liquid Reynolds numbers that are in the
laminar region. In many cases, the Reynolds number is on the order of 1 00 or lower. The
complex two-phase interactions are difficult to model, and currently we have to resort to
experimental methods to obtain more information about the flows in these geometries.
The present work involves the study of flow patterns, effect of gravitational
orientation, heat transfer and pressure drop during flow boiling ofwater in a set of six
parallel copper minichannels, each 1054 ^m wide by 197 (im deep and 63.5 mm long with a
hydraulic diameter of 333 ^m.
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1.1 Flow Patterns In Single and Parallel channels
Flow reversal or back flow is one of the observed phenomena when there is a network
ofparallel channel connected by a common header. The present study on flow patterns in
single and parallel channels helps in understanding the nature of flow patterns and also
occurrence of flow reversal in a network ofparallel channels. The interaction of
nucleating bubbles and the liquid flow, and other flow characteristics, will be investigated
as a function of flow rate and heat flux for a given set of flow conditions. Comparison of
flow patterns between the two cases is made, to understand if there is a difference in flow
patterns observed. In addition, the two-phase flow near the exit manifold will also be
studied.
1.2 Effect OfGravitational Orientation On Flow Patterns, Pressure Drop And Heat
Transfer In Minichannels
Microchannels and minichannels find wide applications in systems that need to
dissipate large heat fluxes more efficiently to keep the surface temperatures within
prescribed limits. These small hydraulic diameter channels are attractive in space systems
due to a reduction in their system weight and size as compared to heat exchangers using
conventional sized channels (> 3mm) The effect ofmicrogravity on the flow boiling heat
transfer characteristics is an area of great interest in establishing the viability of
microchannels and minichannels in space application.
The high pressure drops encountered in small diameter channels limit the flow rate.
The low mass flow rate combined with the small channel diameter yields the all liquid
flow Reynolds numbers that are in the laminar region. In many cases, the Reynolds
number is on the order of 100 or lower. Before developing accurate heat transfer and
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pressure drop models, it is essential to obtain detailed visual observations of the flow
characteristic along with accurate experimental data for local heat transfer coefficient.
The present work will involve the above described experimental work with detailed
insight provided on change in flow patterns, heat transfer and pressure drop characteristic
for different orientations.
1.3 Heat Transfer Correlation For Microchannels And Minichannels
Flow boiling in minichannels and microchannels offer very high heat transfer
capabilities and they find applications in many emerging technologies such as electronics
cooling and fuel cells. The low flow rate employed in such geometries, coupled with the
small channel hydraulic diameter, often results in a laminar flow with all flow as liquid.
Since the single-phase flow with all-liquid flow rate is in the laminar range, the flow
boiling correlations developed for conventional tubes, larger than 3 mm inner diameter,
with turbulent flow needs to be carefully reviewed. In the present work, the flow boiling
correlation for large-diameter tubes developed by Kandlikar (1990, 1991a) is modified
for flow boiling in minichannels by using the laminar single-phase the heat transfer
coefficient for all liquid flow. The correlation is also extended to flow boiling in
microchannels using the nucleate boiling dominant part of the original correlation. The
trends in heat transfer coefficient versus quality are compared in the laminar and deep
laminar region. Excellent agreement is obtained between predicted values and
experimental data.
1.4 Single Analysis Of Pressure Drop Fluctuation In Parallel Minichannels
Flow boiling heat transfer consists ofnucleate and convective boiling components. It
has been shown by a number of investigators, including Kew et al. (1997), Yen et al.
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(2002) and Kandlikar et al. (2003) that the nucleate boiling becomes important during
flow boiling in microchannels and minichannels. These findings are supported by visual
observations ofnucleating bubbles (Steinke and Kandlikar, 2003). These bubbles have an
explosive growth rate, and they rapidly develop into slugs, filling the entire channel.
Brutin et al. (2003) devised transparent minichannels ofhydraulic diameter 889 urn to
observe the two-phase oscillations and flow patterns. Under steady-state boiling
conditions, they observed that smaller bubbles flowing near the channel sides flow faster
than the large bubbles in the middle of the channel. Back flow or reverse flow extending
all the way into the inlet manifold was also reported in their work. Under unsteady
boiling conditions, Brutin et al. (2003) observed higher amplitudes ofpressure oscillation
at the inlet compared to the outlet. Peles (2003) studied two-phase flow boiling
instabilities in multiple channels with hydraulic diameters of 50 urn to 200 ^m. He
reports rapid bubble growth, which is similar to back or reverse flow, to be the most
significant boiling regime observed under his experimental conditions. Kasza et al.
(1997) performed a detailed study of flow visualization ofnucleate boiling in small
channels. They observed that the dynamics ofbubble nucleation, growth and coalescence
to be so intense that the flow locally undergoes periodic reversal and intense mixing over
the entire channel cross section. A recent work by Campbell and Kandlikar (2003)
explains the time-dependent pressure drop fluctuations during two-phase flow in a
minichannel. They observed that the peak to peak variation ofpressure drop to be




As the channel dimension becomes smaller, it approaches the mean free path between
the molecules in a gaseous flow. The continuum assumption in the flow introduces
increasing errors as the need to recognize the
"granular"
nature of flow becomes
significant with decreasing channel dimensions. The departure from continuum becomes
more pronounced for low pressure gas flows, as the mean free path becomes larger with a
reduction in pressure, Kandlikar and Grande (2002a). A measure of the departure from






where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel and h is the mean free
path for the gas calculated from the following,
xjM<Jn)
(2)
Where R-gas constant, J/kgK, ji -dynamic viscosity, N/ms, p-density,
kg/m3
and T is
absolute temperature in K.
As the channel dimensions gets smaller, conventional machining techniques becomes
difficult to produce accurate dimensions. Miniature milling machines and micro electric
discharge machines also have their own limitations if there is a need to produce
dimensions close to nanochannels. Modern semiconductor fabrication techniques are
considered to be the possible solutions for producing such small dimensions with
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specified tolerance and accuracy. The use of silicon semiconductor fabrication techniques
can help in bulk production and there by will be cost efficient.
Based on the flow physics and the fabrication techniques available a general channel
classification is proposed by Kandlikar and Gr ande (2002a).
Conventional channels Dh > 3mm
Minichannels 3mm > Dh > 200 (im
Microchannels 200 (im > Dh > 10 |im
Transitional Channels- 10 (im > Dh > 0.1 jam
Transitional Microchannels 10 |im > Dh > 1 |im
Transitional Nanochannels 1 jam > Dh > 0.1 \xm
Molecular Nanochannels 0.1 |im > Dh
Under this definition the present work on Dh=333 ^m channel comes under the minichannel
classification.
2.2 Flow Patterns
In the past decade, a number of researchers have investigated flow pattern maps in
channels ranging 3mm to 50 |im in hydraulic diameter. These flow boiling maps give a
fundamental understanding of flow boiling conditions in these small diameter channels.
Such an understanding is necessary before proceeding in to any mathematical modeling.
Table 1 gives the list ofpapers published on flow visualization and flow boiling map in
small diameter channels. All of these work has been carried out either for water,
refrigerant or air-water mixture under adiabatic or diabatic condition. For diabatic
condition electric heating is generally employed, which gives a nearly constant heat flux
boundary condition. The terminology for the naming the flow patterns differs a lot and
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hence care should be taken to note the conditions reported for the corresponding flow
pattern.
Generally reported flow patterns in the research work are Bubbly flow, Slug or
Annular flow and Reverse flow. Bubbly flow is characterized by presence ofmicron size
bubbles in the flow; these bubbles grow to fill the channel to from slug. Reverse flow is
noted by the change in direction of the flow which is in opposite to that of the bulk flow.
In some cases reverse flow can be severe such that it can enter the inlet manifold causing
flow maldistribution with significant pressure fluctuations as reported by Kandlikar et al
(2001). Brutin et al. (2003) reports back flow or reverse flow in 889 Micron channel
using n-pentane as the working fluid in diabatic condition. They also report two phase
pressure oscillations and suggest that the work has to be extended to looped channels for
studying the channel interaction.
Hetsroni et al. (2002) did work on observing different flow patterns using Vertrel XF
as a working fluid in a set ofparallel triangular channel ofbase 250 Microns. High speed
video at 1000 frames/s was used to observe different flow patterns. They report pressure
and temperature fluctuations. They attribute these fluctuations mainly to vapor formation
in the channels. A similar work by Hetsroni (2002) with air-water, steam-water also
shows vapor phase present inside the inlet collector. Hetsroni (2001) did experiments on
parallel channel with water as the working fluid under diabatic condition and they report,
cluster ofvapor bubbles appeared as a jet penetrating the bulk ofwater and also the
intensive vapor formation. These are accompanied by fluctuations in pressure and
temperature.
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Serizawa et al. (2001) reports the flow patterns observed in 20, 25 andlOO Microns
channel with air-water mixture under adiabatic condition. They observed Dispersed
bubbly flow, gas slug flow, lump flow, skewed shaped flow, annular flow, frothy or
wispy flow, rivulet flow, liquid droplets flow.
Cornell at al. (1993) presented flow patterns observed in 1.2 mm wide by 0.9 mm
deep minichannel. They reported three types of flow namely isolated bubble, confined
bubble and annular-slug flow. The work also stated that necessity to predict the flow
patterns occurring in compact evaporator so as to use appropriate correlation to predict
the heat transfer.
Wambsganass et al. (1997) identified that surface tension forces are inherently
prominent and the effect of gravity is almost negligible in small channels. They also state
that the use of single channel circumvents the flow maldistribution problem inherent in
multichannel flow arrangements. Bubbly flow was not reported and two additional flow
patterns slow-slugging and churn flow was identified.
In another similar work by Kasza et al. (1997) using water in electrically heated
channel of 2.5 x 6.0 mm observed new phenomena called thin film nucleate boiling.
When the wall superheat is high enough, large vapor slugs from and a thin liquid film
coats the channel wall. In this thin film there are bubbles which nucleate and interact with
the slug. It is postulated that this in turn promotes increased micro-layer and heat transfer.
They also report bubble frequency and also the time taken by a bubble from its inception
to coalescence with the slug. They also observed the dynamics ofbubble nucleation,
growth and coalescence to be intense and flow undergoing periodic reversals and intense
mixing over the entire channel length.
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Garimella et al. (1998) in their work with air-water mixture under adiabatic condition
reported the occurrence of Stratified, Intermittent, Annular and Dispersed flow. They
showed that the tube diameter and surface tension plays an important role in determining
the flow patterns. As the tube diameter decreased, transition between flow regimes occur
at different combinations of superficial gas and liquid velocity. Superficial velocity is
defined as the volumetric flow rate over the channel area. (Kandlikar et al. 1999)
Coleman et al. (1998) using R134a under diabatic conditions noted that the
conventional pressure drop correlations underpredict the pressure losses in compact and
microchannel tube headers. They also state that the flow mechanism in small round and
rectangular tubes are different from the regimes in larger diameter tubes primarily due to
the different relative magnitudes of these forces.
Another important work by Pettersen (2003) using CO2 (R-744) in a set ofparallel
channel of 0.8mm ID and 0.5 length shows the dominance of intermittent and annular
flow, which latter becomes more important at high mass flux. They also show that
nucleate boiling domination at low/moderate vapor fractions, where h increased with heat
flux and temperature but was less affected by varying the mass flux. They observed
bubbly flow at lowest vapor fraction and absence of stratified flow in all test conditions.
Liquid entrainment and thin film was also observed at set experimental conditions.
Hmjak et al. (2003) did experiments using R134a in 75X800 and 150x800 \xm
channels and observes Stratified, Liquid jet, Jet with pooling, Mist and Jet with rear
pooling. They also state that variable flow rate in parallel channel header causes varying
pressure drop which effects the flow distribution.
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Peles (2003) reports flow patterns and pressure fluctuations using water in 50-100 (im
electrically heated parallel microchannels. He observed Bubbly, Annular and Rapid
bubble growth. He noted that increasing the system and pump frequency decreases the
temperature fluctuations.
Kandlikar et al. (2001, 2003) reports flow patterns and pressure fluctuation in micro
and minichannels. They measured the film thickness over the vapor core to be
approximately 0.23mm. Severe pressure fluctuations were noted during their experiments
using water boiling in parallel channels. In a similar work they also report the presence of
Bubbly flow, Counter/Reverse flow, Churn flow and Dryout. A procedure to degas the
process water is presented in detail.
Although high speed camera was used by earlier investigators to visualize the flow
boiling phenomena, the rapidly moving liquid-vapor is not clearly seen under high heat
flux conditions. Use of low frame rate can mask some of the observed flow patterns. The
present work focuses on obtaining high speed images ofup to 15,000 fps with very short
exposure times. This enabled us to visualize the motion of the interface resulting from
rapid growth ofnucleating bubbles and fast moving vapor plugs.
2.3 Signal Analysis Of Pressure Drop Fluctuations
Flow boiling heat transfer consists ofnucleate and convective boiling components. It
has been shown by a number of investigators, including Kew et al. (1997), Yen et al.
(2002) and Kandlikar et al. (2003) that the nucleate boiling becomes important during
flow boiling in micro and minichannels. These findings are supported by visual
observations ofnucleating bubbles (Steinke and Kandlikar, 2003). These bubbles have an
explosive growth rate, and they rapidly develop into slugs, filling the entire channel.
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Brutin et al. (2003) devised transparent minichannels ofhydraulic diameter 889 |um to
observe the two-phase oscillations and flow patterns. Under steady-state boiling
conditions, they observed that smaller bubbles flowing near the channel sides flow faster
than the large bubbles in the middle of the channel. Back flow or reverse flow extending
all the way into the inlet manifold was also reported in their work. Under unsteady
boiling conditions, Brutin et al. (2003) observed higher amplitudes ofpressure oscillation
at the inlet compared to the outlet. Peles (2003) studied two-phase flow boiling
instabilities in multiple channels with hydraulic diameters of 50 [im to 200 pm. He
reports rapid bubble growth, which is similar to back or reverse flow, to be the most
significant boiling regime observed under his experimental conditions.
Kasza et al. (1997) performed a detailed study of flow visualization of nucleate
boiling in small channels. They observed that the dynamics ofbubble nucleation, growth
and coalescence to be so intense that the flow locally undergoes periodic reversal and
intense mixing over the entire channel cross section. A recent work by Campbell and
Kandlikar (2003) explains the time-dependent pressure drop fluctuations during two-
phase flow in a minichannel. They observed that the peak to peak variation ofpressure
drop to be constant for low surface temperatures indicating the presence of nucleate
boiling.
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2.4 Flow Boiling Correlation
The original correlation by Kandlikar (1990, 1991a) on flow boiling heat transfer
coefficient was developed using a large data bank consisting ofover 10,000 data
points.
The range of tube diameters was from 3 to 25 mm. All the data was in the turbulent
region considering all flow in the liquid phase (ReLO>3000). With the current interest in
minichannels and microchannels, the correlation is extended to these geometries. The
available experimental data is used to verify the validity of the correlation.
As the tube diameter becomes smaller, the practical range of all liquid flow Reynolds
number (ReLo) fells in the laminar region. For microchannels with diameters below 200
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3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PRESENTWORK
3.1 Single and Parallel Channel Flow Patterns
The experimental observation of flow patterns during flow boiling in microchannels
has been an interesting field ofwork intended to enhance our understanding of the heat
transfer and two-phase flow mechanisms. A number of studies have been conducted
recently to observe the flow patterns during boiling in small channels with hydraulic
diameters ranging from 200 |im to 1 mm. Most of these work report flow patterns in a
set ofparallel channels connected by a common header. The flow patterns in parallel
channels connected by a common header can be influenced by channel to channel
interaction and the fluctuating pressure caused by flow reversal. It becomes important to
verify the presence of similar flow patterns and flow reversal in a single channel.
The present study is aimed at studying the flow patterns during flow boiling ofwater
in single and parallel channel ofhydraulic diameter 207 |im and 333 (im respectively.
High-speed photography is used to obtain video images of the flow field. The channels
are machined on top of a copper block and are covered with Lexan to permit visual
observation. The copper block along with the channel is heated by a cartridge heater.
The effect of channel height on flow patterns in single and multiple channels is studied as
a function ofmass flux, heat flux and location along the flow length. The results provide
important information regarding the boiling behavior in different aspect ratio channels
with single and multiple parallel flow channels.
3.2 Effect OfGravitational Orientation
Microchannels and minichannels are being considered for high heat flux applications
undermicrogravity environment in space missions. Due to the small hydraulic diameter,
the effect of gravitational forces on flow boiling heat transfer is expected to be negligible.
In an attempt to validate this assumption, an experimental study is undertaken to
determine the effect of gravitational orientation on the flow boiling characteristics of
water in a set of six parallel minichannels, each 1054 pm wide by 197 pm deep and 63.5
mm long with a hydraulic diameter of 333 pm. Three orientations are investigated under
the same operating conditions ofheat flux and mass flux: horizontal, vertical downflow
and vertical upflow. Quantitative information in terms ofheat transfer and pressure drop
will be provided to distinguish the difference in performance for the three cases.
3.3 Heat Transfer Correlation
As microchannels are applied in flow boiling applications, it is becoming apparent
that the Reynolds number based on all liquid flow could approach values below 100. The
earlier work by Kandlikar and Steinke (2002, 2003) provided modifications to the
Kandlikar correlation (1990,1991) by extending the range of the correlation to all-liquid
Reynolds numbers in the range 1000 - 3000.
The present work utilizes the newly available data on flow boiling in microchannels
that cover the all-liquid flow Reynolds number between 50 - 500. A new correlation is
developed in this range that is able to predict the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient
and its trends with quality, heat flux and mass flux accurately within less than 15 percent
mean deviation. It is noted that the correlation simply accounts for the change of the
flow boiling mechanism without incorporating any additional empirical constants. The
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heat transfer mechanism during flow boiling at such low Reynolds numbers is altered
considerably indicating strong presence ofnucleate boiling mode ofheat transfer.
3.4 Signal Analysis Of Pressure Drop Fluctuation
The use ofphase change heat transfer in parallel minichannels and microchannels is
one of the solutions proposed for cooling high heat flux systems. The increase in pressure
drop in a two phase system is one of the problems, that need to be studied in detail before
proceeding to any design phase. The pressure drop fluctuations in a network ofparallel
channels connected by a common header need to be addressed for stable operation of
flow boiling systems. The current work focuses on studying the pressure-drop
fluctuations and flow instabilities in a set of six parallel rectangularminichannels, each
with 333 |im hydraulic diameter. De-ionized and degassed water was used for all the
experiments.
Pressure fluctuations are recorded and signal analysis is performed to find the
dominant frequencies and their amplitudes. These pressure fluctuations are then mapped
to their corresponding flow patterns observed using a high speed camera. The results help
us to relate pressure fluctuations to different flow characteristics, and their effect on flow
instability.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup consists of 1.) Test section, 2.) Water supply loop, 3.) Data
acquisition system and 4.) High speed camera system. The schematic of the experimental




Figure 2 shows the exploded 3D model of the visualization test section. Figure 3
shows the actual picture of the visualization test section. The test section is a compact
heat exchanger which is basically a copper block consisting of a set of six parallel
rectangular minichannels. These minichannels are machined on top of the copper block
using conventional machining technique. These machined channels measure 1054 pm in
width by 197 pm in depth with a total length of 2.5 Inches. The copper block is
sandwiched between an optically clear Lexan top cover and a Phenolic bottom cover. The
Lexan cover is a polycarbonate material with a low thermal conductivity of 0.19 W/m-K.
The Lexan top aid in flow visualization and also serves as a header for the supply for
water to the minichannels. The inlet and exit plenums are machined on the Lexan cover
so as to minimize any preheating ofwater in the headers. The Phenolic piece is a
laminate of epoxy and paper which serves as a bottom insulation. All these three layers
put together form the entire test section which is held together by mechanical tight
provided by a set often mounting screws. There is no gasket provided between the
Lexan top cover and the minichannels. The copper block is an electrolytic tough pitched
alloy number CI 100. The thermal conductivity of it is 399 W/m-K at 20 C. Suitable test









Figure 1 Test Loop
DPT - Differential pressure transducer









































All dimensions are in Inches
Figure 4 Dimensioned drawing of the minichannels
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Figure 5 Dimensioned drawing of the minichannel Lexan cover for
single channel flow
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All dimensions are in Inches
Figure 7 Dimensioned drawing of the minichannel phenolic bottom piece
The copper block is powered by a 220 Watts DC cartridge heater. The cartridge
heater is located 12.5 mm from the bottom wall of the minichannel. The machined
channels are measured using a microscope to get the accurate dimensions. Each
channel
is measured at three points along the length for accurate measurement of channel width
and depth. The average of the dimensions measured at three locations is calculated and
taken as the final value for calculating the hydraulic diameter of the channel. The
measured average channel dimensions are 1054 jam x 197 jim x 63.5 mm. All of the
measured values fall within 5% of the average values. The channels have a uniform
spacing of 0.0235 inches. Figure 4 shows the dimensioned drawing of the Minichannel.
In the copper block temperatures are measured at 12 locations below the
minichannels. Six locations close to the channel on one side and six locations close to
the heater on the other side. The distance between the channel and the array of
thermocouple holes on either side of the copper block is 0.1 170 and 0.1270 Inches
respectively. The same test section is used for both single and parallel channel
experiments with two different headers made out ofLexan. Figure 5 and 6 shows the
dimensioned drawing of the headers for single and parallel channel experiments. Figure 7
shows the dimensioned drawing of the phenolic bottom piece. For single channel
experiments, the header is machined in such a way that water is flown only through once
channel, while the other channels remain dry. For parallel channel experiments the inlet
and exit plenum are opened up so that the water is flow through all channels.
4.2 Water loop
The water loop is also shown in Figure 1 . It is designed to provide a constant supply
of degassed and distilled water to the test section. A commercially available 22 quart
Presto pressure cooker is used for de-gassing and pressurizing the process water. Using a
pressure cooker helps in maintaining a constant pressure which in turn provides a
constant supply ofwater to the test section. No pumps are used in the system as it
becomes bulky for the required flow rate and also gives undesirable vibrations.
The pressure cooker is operated at 1 17 kPa (15 psig) of gage pressure by heating
provided by a corning hot plate. The water from the pressure cooler is flown through a
flat plate heat exchanger to cool it down to room temperature. The coolant water to the
heat exchanger is provided by a coolant bath operating at a constant temperature. From
the heat exchanger the water passes through a set of flow meter though which, the flow
can be controlled to any desired level. A throttle valve placed before the flow meter is
used for limiting the flow. The water from the flow meter enters the test section and
drains out to a condenser at atmospheric pressure. 1/4 inch steel tubes with compression
fittings are used for the water loop, connecting the pressure cooler to the test section inlet.
1/8 inch pecan tubing is used for the connecting test section inlet and outlet to the Lexan
header. Temperatures are measured in the flat plate heat exchanger, test section inlet, test
section and test section outlet. Absolute pressure is measured at channel inlet and
differential pressure is measured across the channels.
4.3 Imaging System
The high speed digital images of flow pattern are recorded using a high-speed,
microscopic image acquisition system. For single channel experiments Olympus encore
1 18-0013 model CCD camera was used, which can run up to a maximum of 8,000 frames
per second. The long distance microscopic lens used is a VZM model 450i from Edmund
Optical. It has a field ofview of 0.5 mm at a focal length of 15 cm.
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Photron Fastcam Ultima APX CCD camera system was used formultichannel
experiments. The camera is capable of going to 120,000 frames/sec. Most of
the images
were recorded at 4000 to 15,000 frames/sec with a resolution of 1024x512 due to
limitation of light sources. The same long distance microscopic lens was used with this
camera.
The camera head is mounted to a XYZ stage which is again attached to a stand that
can be traversed in Y and Z direction. The YZ stand consists ofmodular T-slot aluminum
extrusions. The XYZ stage has fine and course adjustment resolution with a resolution of
1 .0 mm. The camera also comes with an option of external trigger or software trigger
depending up on the usage. The camera stand and the test section are mounted on to a 24
x 12 inch bread board which has 1/4 inch which has an array of XA inch holes to facilitate
easymounting.
4.4 Data Acquisition system
National Instruments based data acquisition system was used for logging the data
from thermocouples and pressure transducers. Lab View 6i software was used for
programming and interfacing the acquisition system to the computer. The NI 6030E
(PCI-MIO-16XE-10) E series Multifunction DAQ was the hardware device used for data
acquisition. It is a high speed data logger which can run at 100 kilo samples/sec and has a
resolution of 16 bits.
SCXI device from National Instruments was used for signal conditioning. The SCXI
is a programmable signal conditioning system designed for measurement and automation
solutions. Each SCXI chassis includes the SCXIbus, which consist of analog and digital
lines. The analog lines route conditioned signals back to the digitizer. The digital lines
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program and control the SCXI system as well as control digital I/O, switching, and
analog output modules. (NI Measurement and Automaton catalog 2003)
Terminal blocks facilitate quick and easy connection of sensors to the modules. The
modules are put together is a SCXI 1000 chassis which is then connected to the DAQ
card in the computer through a cable adapter and a shielded cable connector.
SCXI 1303 and 1300 terminal blocks are used to connect the sensors to the SCXI
modules. SCXI 1303 is used for connecting thermocouples and SCXI 1300 is used for
connecting pressure sensors. SCXI 1303 terminal block is designed especially for
high-
accuracy thermocouple measurement. It minimizes errors caused by thermal gradient
between terminals and cold-junction sensors. Both SCXI 1303 and SCXI 1300 use SCXI
1 102 as the modules. SCXI 1 102 module is specially designed for high-accuracy
thermocouple measurement. It can read the cold-junction compensation sensor from any
of the compatible terminal blocks. It is also acquire millivolt, volt, 0 to 20mA and 4 to 20
mA current input signals.
The thermocouples give a current output and the pressure sensors give a voltage
output/current output, so depending upon the type ofoutput the respective terminal
blocks and modules are selected. 1/16 Inch K-Type thermocouples are used for
temperature measurement. Table 2 gives the description of the hardware used.
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Table 2 List of Instruments used in Experimental set up
S.No. Instruments Quantity Model Number Company Function
1 DAQ Card 1 NI6030E NI Data Acquisition
2 Modules 3 SXCI1102 NI Signal condition
3 Terminal blocks 2 SCXI 1300
SCXI 1303
NI Connects sensors to
modules























8 Pressure cooker 1 01781 Presto Degassing unit
9 Hot plate 1 Corning Heating source to the
pressure cooker
10 Cooler 1 MGW Lauda
RC20
Coolant loop for the
heat exchanger





12 Power supply 1 TCR 150-16 EMS Powersupply to
cartridge heater
13 Cartridge heater 1 M2 180/0395 Omega Heater for the test
section
14 Flow meter 3 FL500 series Omega Flow measurement
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Two separate Lab View virtual instrumentation programs were created to log the data
from the data acquisition device to the computer. One was used to acquire data at low
speed and other was used to acquire data at high speed. The high speed acquisition
program used a wave form generation function which was used to acquire pressure data
at lkHZ.
4.5 System capacity
The system has the following physical limit: Degassed water flow rate of 22 cc/min
-
78.8 cc/min, maximum supply water pressure 103.42 kPa gage, maximum temperature
can be reached in the microchannel test section isl 10 C.
5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
5.1 Degassing Procedure
The experimental procedures for preparing degassed water and collecting
experimental data are outlined in this section. An 8 MQ de-ionized and degassed water
is used in all the experiments. The details of the degassing procedure are given by
Kandlikar etal. (2002b).
A commercially available pressure cooker equipped with a dead weight to attain a
pressure of 15 psi is used for preparing degassed water. The pressure cooker is filled with
de-ionized water and pressurized to 15 psi by supplying heat. Once the chamber attains a
pressure of 15 psi it is suddenly depressurized by taking the dead weight off. This
process leads to a very vigorous boiling, forcing the dissolved gases with steam out of the
chamber.
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The dead weight is reapplied and the chamber is again pressurized by supplying heat.
Steam continuously escapes from the chamber while it maintains a constant
pressure.
This way water is degassed to a saturation temperature of 121 C. The remaining
dissolved air present in the water will not precipitate as long as the temperature stays
below this saturation temperature. Thus by using the pressure cooker the water is
degassed and supplied to the test section while maintaining a constant pressure.
5.2 Heat Loss Calibration
Once the test section is assembled and well insulated, heat loss experiments are
conducted. The heat loss calibration chart is plotted between the supplied power to the
test section in Watts and the difference in temperature between the test section surface
and the ambient. For example, ATs-amb of50C and 90C had corresponding heat losses
of about 3.26 W and 5.86W respectively. The heat loss data is used in calculating the
actual heat carried away by water flowing in the test section. Figure 8 shows the heat loss
calibration chart.
The experiments were performed with degassed water. The water is drawn from the
bottom of the pressure vessel and is passed through a flat plate heat exchanger to provide
the desired water inlet temperature to the test section. A flow meter is used to measure
the flow rate. The accuracy of the flow meter is 3% of the full scale, or 0.25 cc/min.
LabVIEW is used to monitor the thermocouples measuring temperature. Flow is started
in the channel and the cartridge heater is powered. The mass flux is held constant while
the input power is varied through the desired range. The resulting thermal performance
was recorded in terms ofwater flow rate, inlet and outlet water temperatures, six
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Figure 8 Heat loss calibration
5.3 Temperature and Pressure calibration
The thermocouples are calibrated using a two-point calibration scheme. Ice and steam
points were used since the operating temperatures were within a range of0-120C. An
ice bath and a steam bath was prepared and the thermocouples were immersed to record
the temperature. Melting ice in water has a temperature of0C and the steam has a
corresponding saturation temperature depending on the atmospheric pressure. With these
two know points a linear equation is constructed using.
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Where T is the corrected temperature and Tis the uncorrected temperature as read
from the thermocouple. The LabVIEW system is updated with the calibration values and
the calibrated temperatures are automatically recorded.
The pressure transducer are calibrated by using a standard Fluke pressure calibration
instrument. For the measured voltage the corresponding pressure reading is taken from
the calibration unit. The calibration is carried out at steps and range suitable for the
experimental data tested. The calibration data is fed in to the LabVIEW system and the
calibrated pressures are automatically recorded.
5.4 High Speed Video
The high speed images are acquired after the system has reached steady state. To
detect nucleation in the flow channel, a microscopic lens is used. Once the entire channel
is imaged, the lens is used to gather detailed images of specific features and events. For a
entire view of the test section with all six channel together a Nikon 105mm lens is used
by changing the adapter in the camera from C mount to F mount.
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6 DATA REDUCTION
The following are the equations used for data reduction to arrive at the value of
Reynolds number, mass flux and channel surface temperature. The cross sectional area
of the channel J-, is calculated by multiplying the width of the channel with the channel
height as given in equation (5)
Ac = WxH (5)
The measured height, H of the channel is 0.197 mm and the width, W of the channel
is 1.054 mm. The calculated cross sectional area of the a channel is 0.208 mm . Since the
test section is heated from three sides, the heat transfer area is calculated by using
equation (6)
AHT = (2W + H)L (6)
The volumetric flow rate is held constant for each test condition and measured using
the set of flow meters. The readings from the flow meter are measured in mm ofwater
column and the corresponding value in cc/min is obtained from the flow meter calibration
chart provided by the manufacturer. The velocity of the flow is calculated from the




The mass flow rate is calculated from the volumetric flow rate and known density of




The mass flux is calculated from by dividing the mass flow rate by the area of cross
section as given in equation (9). The cross sectional area of the channel is multiplied by 6






The Reynolds number is calculated by knowing the mass flux, the hydraulic diameter
and the viscosity of the fluid at water mean temperature using equation (10)
Re =
(10)
Heat loss calibration is carried out to find the heat losses from the test section as
described in the previous section. The heat loss calibration chart gives a plot between the
supplied power to the test section inWatts and the difference in temperature between the
test section surface and the ambient. For example, ATs-amb of50C and 90C had
corresponding heat losses of about 3.26 W and 5.86 W respectively. From equation (1 1)
the actual heat to the test section is calculated by finding the difference between the




The heat flux to the test section is calculated by dividing the heat supplied to the test






As described before, the test section has two layers, A and B of thermocouples. Layer









The following are the equations used for finding the local values ofheat transfer
coefficient and quality. A linear decrease in the pressure drop is assumed in the channel
to calculate the local saturation pressure and the corresponding saturation temperature.
The surface temperature is calculated by assuming a one dimensional heat condition from
the thermocouples layer to the microchannel surface. The heat flux
q"
is determined
from the power supplied by the cartridge heater. The local heat transfer coefficient is then















Since the top surface is covered with Lexan, the heat is supplied only to the three
sides of the minichannels.
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6.1 Experimental Uncertainties
The uncertainty of the experimental data was determined.
The uncertainty is




Where, U is the uncertainty, B is the bias limit and P is the precision limit. The bias
limit is an estimate of the magnitude of the fixed, constant error. The precision limit is an
'estimate of the lack of repeatability caused by random errors and unsteadiness.
The thermocouple has an accuracy ofT
= 0.1 C. The differential pressure
transducer has an accuracy ofDP
= 0.10 psi. The power supply has an accuracy of
Volts = 0.05 V, I = 0.005 Amp. The flow meter has an volumetric flow
Q






The precision error are calculated from the standard deviation of the measurements. Thus
the bias and precision errors were estimated, and the resulting uncertainty in the heat
transfer coefficient is calculated to be 8.6 %.
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7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
7.1 Single channel and parallel channel flow visualization
7.1.1 Single channelflow visualization
In literature, there is no flow visualization information available on flow boiling in a
single minichannel. With this in mind, first single channel tests are performed using the
high speed camera and the microscopic lens. The channel is 1054 ^m wide and 197 ^m
deep. The calculated hydraulic diameter of the channel is 333 jam. The inlet and outlet
headers were designed to provide flow through the single channel. In the following
figures, image sequences from high speed camera are shown. The visible light and dark
regions surround the flow channel. Changes in image capture rate, ambient light, and












Figure 9 Successive frames (a) through (1) at 5ms interval of single channel showing
dry out and rewetting. G
= 81 kg/m2s, q
= 54.69KW/m2, Ts= 101C
Figures 9(c) to 9(g) show the gradual increase in the size of the bubble until it blocks
the entire width of the channel. Figures 9(h) to 9(k) show the bubble further expanding on
both sides and developing to a slug. Figure 9(k), 12ms after Fig. 9(j) shows the
movement of the slug in the direction ofbulk flow, with change in contact angles with
the channel walls. This process ofbubble growth, slug formation and slug movement is
seen to occur periodically.
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Figure 10 Flow reversal. Successive frames (a) through (1) at 2ms interval of single
channel showing flow reversal. G
= 106 kg/m2s, q
= 85.40 kW/m2, T ,= 101.43C
Reverse flow or flow reversal is seen in Fig. 10. The bulk flow in the channel is from
left to right. Figure 10(a) at 0ms, shows the channel filled with liquid. Figure 10(b), 2ms
later shows the appearance of an annular slug to the right of the channel. Figures 10(c),
(d) and (e), which are at 4ms, 6ms and 8ms respectively, show the movement of the slug
from right to left, which is opposite to the direction ofbulk flow in the channel.
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Figure 11 Annular two-phase flow near the exit manifold, Successive frames (a)
through (j) at 2ms time interval of single channel showing two phase flow at the exit
manifold. G=106 Kg/m2s, q= 85.40 KW/m2, T,=101.43C
Figure 1 1 illustrates the two-phase flow near the exit manifold. The top view of the
exit manifold is seen on the right end of each frame. Figures 1 1 (a) to (j) are at equal time
intervals of 2ms. Figure 1 1(a) shows the vapor filling up the entire length of the channel
leading to the exit manifold. Figure 1 1(b), 2ms later, shows a shift in the liquid vapor
interface, which straightens out later in Fig. 1 1(c) again filling the entire channel.
This change in the interface is observed to occur periodically as seen from Figs. 1 1(d)
to (j). In Figs. 1 1(g) and 1 1 (h), this shift in interface is more pronounced and the slug,
which fills the entire channel to the left, thins out in to a thin film as it approaches the exit
manifold. The flow rate and heat flux for this figure are higher than those for the earlier
observations. This leads to a somewhat uniform flow pattern near the exit manifold. For
the lower mass flux and heat flux cases, the flow pattern changed periodically at the exit
manifold, cyclically changing from very short all liquid flow to almost all vapor flow.
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7.1.2 Parallel channelflow visualization
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Figure 12 Bubbly Flow. Successive frames (a) through (c) at 4ms time interval
showing bubbly flow. G
= 115 kg/m2s, q
= 41.7
kW/m2
. From Steinke and
Kandlikar (2003)
Steinke and Kandlikar (2003) presented flow visualization in a set of six parallel
microchannels of 214 \xm x 200 Jim square cross section. The calculated hydraulic
diameter was 207 |im. In their work, they observed bubbly flow, slug flow, churn flow,
annular flow and dryout. Figures 12 to 15 show the bubbly flow, churn flow, reversed
flow, and dryout in a 207 |im hydraulic diameter square parallel microchannels. In all
these figures, the bulk flow is from left to right. The small bubbles seen in Fig. 12 appear
to be attached to the wall as well as free floating in some frames. The bubble sizes are
seen to be from 1 5 (im to the entire channel width. These bubbles move at different
velocities, which depend upon their sizes. The smaller bubbles stay close to the wall and
the wall influences their behavior. The larger bubbles have diameters comparable to the
width of the channel and their behavior is also largely influenced by the friction and the
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drag of the wall. This flow pattern was not seen in the wide rectangular channel
shown in
Figs. 8 to 10. The reason for this is perhaps the bubbles are entrapped at the corners of
the long aspect ration microchannel, and tend to coalesce there into a larger bubble
that





Figure 13 Churn Flow. Successive frames (a) to (c) at a time interval of 2ms showing
Churn flow in a set of six parallel microchannels. G = 467 kg/m2s, q
= 150.1 kW/m2.
From Steinke and Kandlikar (2003)
Figure 13 shows the occurrence ofChurn flow. Figure 13(a) shows an annular flow.
Figure 13(b) shows a wavy interface ofvapor and liquid. The liquid is on the top side of
the channel and the vapor occupies the bottom side of the channel. The wavy interface is
seen through the entire length of the channel. Figure 13(c) shows the channel getting
rewetted again with liquid. For the conditions studied for the single channel earlier, no
churn flow was observed. The rapid movement of the interface in the square confined
channel during bubble growth is not present in the large aspect ratio minichannel. The










Figure 14 Reversed flow. Successive frames (a) to (j) at a time interval of 8ms
showing Reverse flow in a set of six parallel microchannels. G
= 467 kg/m2s,
q
= 140.1 kW/m2. From Steinke and Kandlikar (2003)
Figure 14 illustrates the occurrence of reversed flow. This is very similar to what is
seen in Fig. 9 for a single channel. Figure 14(a) shows a bubble, which nucleates in the
center of the channel. Figure 14(b) shows the bubble expanding to its right into a slug.
Figure 14 (C) shows the slug moving opposite to the direction ofbulk flow. Figure 14(g)
shows again a shift in the direction of slug and as seen in Fig. 14(h) it is again moving in
the direction ofbulk flow. A notable difference is that in a single channel, the reversed
flow is rather less pronounced, with the liquid-vapor interface retracting only a short
distance, while in the case ofparallel channels, the reversed flow is rather dramatic and in
some cases, the flow ofvapor is reversed into the inlet manifold.
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Figure 15 Annular to CHF, Successive frames (a) to (o) at a time interval of 4ms
showing Annular to CHF in a single channel from a set of six parallel
microchannels. G = 375 kg/m s, q
= 632 kW/m. From Steinke and Kandlikar (2003)
Figure 15(a) shows the channel in dryout condition. Figure 15(b) shows an annular
slug moving in the direction ofbulk flow. The annular slug has a head of liquid as a front
cap. An advancing contact angle is seen from Fig. 15(b) to Fig. 15(d). In Fig 15(e) the
contact angle changes from advancing to receding contact angle. In case of a single
channel, the dryout observed was extremely rapid. The liquid vapor interface and the
contact angles could not be established. However, the phenomenon of dryout is seen to
occur in both cases. In the case of a single channel, the rewetting occurs more rapidly as
the liquid is forced to flow in the channel, whereas in the case of the parallel channels,
the liquid finds a lower resistance path through other parallel channels that are not
experiencing the dryout condition.
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7.1.3 Conclusions
The following flow patterns were observed in a single 333 |im rectangular
minichannel: Nucleate boiling, slug formation, Dryout, Reverse flow and Two phase flow
at the exit manifold. The visual observation for the single channel can be summarized as
follows:
1. The process ofbubble nucleation and its subsequent expansion into a slug is observed
with changes in the contact angle.
2. The rapid process ofbubble nucleation, departure and partial slug formation is also
observed with disturbance in the liquid vapor interface.
3. The occurrence of channel dryout and rewetting is observed. This pattern was not
seen as a stable one; it is seen to occur intermittently with almost a fixed periodicity
to it.
4. The occurrence of the reversed flow in a single channel is also seen, although it does
not extend all the way to the inlet manifold.
5. Two-phase flow at the exit manifold is observed with continuous change in the liquid
film thickness in response to the upflow changes occurring in the channel.
The following flow patterns were observed in a set of six parallel 207 |im rectangular
microchannels: Bubbly flow, Churn flow, Counter flow and Annular to CHF. The visual
observation for the multiple channel can be summarized as follows:
1 . Bubbly flow is observed with different sizes ofbubbles, ranging from 10 - 200 |im
in size with varying velocities.
2. As some of the attached bubbles grew, they transformed into a large bubble (slug)
that pushes the liquid-vapor interface in both upstream and downstream directions.
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3. Churn flow is observed with a rapid change in the liquid vapor interface. During
churn flow, the vapor occupies the upper side of the channel and the liquid
occupies the lower side of channel.
4. Flow reversal in multi-channels is also observed similar to its occurrence in single
channel.
5. Dryout is observed during change of annular flow to dryout. The advancing and
receding contact angles are clearly seen.
Comparing the flow patterns in a single minichannel with the array of six parallel square
microchannels, the following observations are made:
1. Bubbly flow appears in a square channel, while in the large aspect ratio channel, it
leads to a bubble that is attached at the corners of the channel allowing liquid to
flow around it.
2. The reversed flow in a set ofparallel microchannels was seen to be more
pronounced, while in a single channel, the inlet liquid did not allow the reversed
flow to continue into the inlet header.
3. Churn flow was not observed in the large aspect ratio channel. This is believed to
be a combination of channel size and aspect ratio effects.
4. Dryout and rewetting phenomena occur vary rapidly in a single channel, whereas
in the parallel channels, other channels not experiencing the dryout condition,
allow for more liquid to flow through them. It is therefore expected that the CHF
value in a single channel would be higher than that in the parallel channels under
the same conditions ofmass flux and geometry.
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7.2 Effect ofGravitational orientation on flow patterns in minichannels




Figure 16 Churn Flow. Successive frames from (a) to (g) taken at 0.16 ms time
interval indicating churn flow in a single channel from a set of six parallel
horizontal minichannels. G = 120 kg/m2s, q
= 317 kW/m2,
Ts= 110.9 C
Churn flow in horizontal parallel minichannels is represented in Fig. 16. The bulk
flow in the channels is from left to right. Churn flow is defined when there is an
occurrence of intense mixing of the liquid and vapor phase present during flow boiling in
the channel. As seen from frame (a) in Fig. 16, the vapor plug present down stream cuts
through the liquid front and collides with the vapor plug present up stream to from the
churn flow. Frames (b) to (g) show the complete occurrence of the churn flow and it is
flow towards the channel exit. From this observation it can clearly seen that churn flow is








Figure 17 Plug flow. Successive frames from (a) to (g) taken at 0.16 ms time interval
indicating plug flow in a single channel from a set of six parallel horizontal
minichannels. G=120 kg/m2s, q=317 kW/m2,Ts=110.9 C
Figure 17 indicates Plug flow. Plug flows are developed from bubbles nucleating
along the channel walls. When the bubbles nucleate they grow in diameter to fill the
entire channel width. Once the bubbles makes contact with the channel walls they gain
more latent heat and starts to expand both sides of the channel by pushing the liquid
front. This expansion on the bubble results in a vapor plug. The size of the plug depends
on the upstream and the downstream flow conditions. In certain causes the plug can grow
to fill the entire channel causing dry out and in case presented above they only grow to a
certain size forming a plug.
As seen from the Fig. 17 small nucleating bubbles are also present in the liquid front
present in between the vapor plugs. Frame (a) shows three plugs of different size present
in the channel. These plugs are separated from each other by liquid fronts. Small bubbles
nucleate in these liquid fronts and they float in the bulk fluid. Another interesting feature
to note is the plug, which is present towards the left of the channel in frames (a) to (f)
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sticks to the same place where it got nucleated and grows in size pushing the other plugs
to move along the direction of the bulk flow. This may be due to it not experiencing any







Figure 18 Slug disappearance. Successive frames from (a) to (g) taken at 0.16 ms
time interval indicating plug flow in a single channel from a set of six parallel
horizontal minichannels. G=120 kg/m2s, Q=317 kW/m2, Ts=110.9C
Figure 18 shows a very interesting behavior of slug disappearance, which is not
reported in any of the previous work. Frames (a) and (b) shows two plugs present in the
channel. The plug towards the left side of the channel has just nucleated and it is
growing. The plug present towards the right side of the channel has already grown and
expanding in length towards both the sides of the channel. Frames (c) to (e) shows the
interesting feature of the plug toward the right reducing in size and the plug toward the
left increasing in size. Frame (f) shows the plug to the right almost reduced in to thin line
and about to collapse completely. Frame (g) shows no trace of the plug seen before to the
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left of the channel and the plug to the right of the channel is filling up the entire channel.
The fluctuating pressure in the channel be cited as a reason for the collapse of the bubble,
The growth of a bubble and development into a compete slug in the channel depends on
the balance ofpressure in the channel and also channels interaction with the other















Figure 19 Wavy flow. Successive frames from (a) to (e) taken at 0.16 ms time
interval indicating wavy flow in a single channel from a set of six parallel horizontal
minichannels. G = 120 kg/m2s, q
= 317 kW/m2, Ts= 110.9 C
Figure 19 shows the occurrence ofwavy flow. Wavy flow is observed when there is a
intense disturbance in the interface between the vapor and liquid phases. Figure 18,
frame (a) shows the presence of individual vapor plugs. Frame (b) shows the collision of
two of vapor plugs and the resulting wavy interface. This collision is very similar to the
observation reported in Fig.3, but instead of an intense mixing we see an disturbance in
the interface between the liquid and vapor phases resulting in a wavy flow. Frames (c) to
(e) shows the propagation of this disturbance in the interface almost through out the
channel.
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Similar flow patterns described in the previous figures were observed for the same
conditions tested for channel oriented in vertical direction. Figures 20 to 27 describes the
flow patterns seen under same test conditions in channels oriented in vertical direction
with flow going down. Figure 28 and 30 shows flow in vertical direction with flow going
up. Detailed explanation on each of these observed flow patterns are given in the
following sections.
7.2.2 Flowpatterns in vertical orientation - Downflow
fl>) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 20 Plug to Churn flow. Successive frames from (a) to (e) taken at 0.16 ms
time interval indicating plug to churn flow in a single channel from a set of six
parallel vertical minichannels with downward flow. G=120 kg/m2s, q=317 kW/m2,
TS=114.5C
Figure 20 shows the flow pattern in the same channel in vertical orientation. Here the
bulk flow is from top to bottom. Frames (a) to (e) shows the occurrence of churn flow in
vertical channel with inlet plenum located at the top and exit plenum at the bottom of the
channel. Frame (a) shows the presence of two vapor plugs in the channel separated by a
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liquid front. Frame (b) shows the vapor plug preset in the upstream of the
channel
breaking through the liquid front and reaching the vapor plug present downstream.
Frame
(c) shows the change in the shape of the head of the slug as it pierces through the liquid
front and almost about to collide with the other vapor slug. Frame (d) shows the
diminishing interface of the two vapor plugs due to collision. Frame (e) shows the
resulting churn flow as seen in previous cases described in Fig. 16 for horizontal flows.
From this observation and comparison it can be concluded that there is no marked
difference between occurrence of churn flow in horizontal and vertical flows in
minichannels.
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Figure 21 Bubble Merger. Successive frames from (a) to (f) taken at 0.33 ms time
interval indicating bubble merger in a single channel from a set of six parallel
2 2




Figure 21 shows the sequence ofbubble merger and development of a plug. In the present
work on horizontal flows bubble merger was not observed. Instead individual bubbles
nucleate and grow in to plug. Frame (a) shows cluster ofbubbles nucleating at the left side
of the channel wall. Also we can see some individual bubbles floating upstream in the bulk
fluid. Frame (d) and (c) shows the bubble merger and it's growth in to a plug. The interface
of the plug has a wavy shape as it is not completely developed and still gathering neighboring
nucleating bubbles. Frame (d) also shows the developing plug with tiny bubbles floating
upfront. Frame (e) shows bubbles nucleating in the thin film and colliding with the plug.
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Figure 22 Bubble and PlugMerger. Successive frames from (a) to (f) taken at 0.16
ms time interval indicating bubble, plug merger in a single channel from a set of six
2 2
parallel vertical minichannels with downward flow. G=120 kg/m s, q=317 kW/m ,
Ts=114.5C
Figure 22 show the presence ofbubbly flow, plug flow and slug flow. For the same
operating condition different flow patterns can be seen and from this observation it can be
concluded that the flow patterns in minichannels are time dependent. Flow patterns
cannot be mapped to specific case of operating conditions ofheat flux and mass flux.
A higher record rate in need to capture minute details of flow boiling in small
diameter tubes. Frame (a) in Fig. 22 shows the channel filled with bubbles at the top and
a slug filling up the rest of the channel. Frames (b) and (c) shows some of the bubbles
growing in to plugs and pushing the liquid front present upstream. Frames (d) and (e)
shows the developed plug pushing the liquid front with the bubbles floating and trying to
collide the slug. Frame (f) shows the plug with the bubbles breaking through the slug
causing an intense mixing.
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Figure 23 Bubbly flow in liquid plug. Successive frames from (a) to (f) taken at 0.16
ms time interval indicating bubbly flow in a single channel from a set of six parallel
1 2
vertical minichannels with downward flow. G=120 kg/m s, q=317 kW/m , Ts=114.5
Figure 23 shows the presence ofbubbly flow along the left wall of the channel. The
bubbles nucleate at high frequency and they flow in the bulk fluid. Frames (a) and (b)
show the first halfof the channel with bubbles nucleating along the left wall. The lower
halfof the channel is filled with a vapor slug. Frames (c) to (f) show the nucleating
bubbles being swept by another growing vapor plug present upstream in the channel.
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Figure 24 Churn flow with presence of bubble, slug and annular flow. Successive
frames from (a) to (f) taken at 0.33 ms time interval indicating churn flow with
presence of bubble and plug flow in a single channel from a set of six parallel
vertical minichannels with downward flow. G=120 kg/m2s, q=317 kW/m2,
TS=114.5C
Figure 24 shows the of occurrence of churn flow along with bubble and plug flow.
Frame (a) shows the entire channel filled with liquid. Frames (b) to (d) shows the
occurrence of churn flow. Frame (e) shows array ofbubbles nucleating on the right side
of the channel wall. Frame (f) shows a plug flowing down the channel.
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Figure 25 Dry out and Rewetting Successive frames from (a) to (f) taken at 0.33 ms
time interval indicating dry out and rewetting in a single channel from a set of six
parallel vertical minichannels with downward flow. G=120 Kg/m2s, q=317 kW/m2,
TS=114.5C
Figure 25 shows the occurrence ofperiodic dry out and rewetting of the channel.
Frame (a) shows the channel completely dried out and a liquid front flowing down trying
to rewet the channel. Frame (b) to (e) shows the liquid front rewetting the channel and
subsequently getting dried out as it flows down the channel. Frame (f) again shows the
entire channel getting in to dry out.
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Figure 26 Plug to annular flow Successive frames from (a) to (f) taken at 0.16 ms
time interval indicating plug to annular flow in a single channel from a set of six
parallel vertical minichannels with downward flow. G = 120 kg/m s, q
= 317
kW/m2,Ts=114.5C
Plug to annular flow transition is see in Fig. 26. The interesting phenomena to be
noted in this case is the change in the shape of the head of the vapor plug as it flows
down the channel. Frame (a) shows two individual vapor plugs present in the channel.
Note the tapering shape of the head of the vapor plug present on top of the channel.
Frame (c) shows the change in shape of the head of the vapor plug from tapering head to
a round head. Frames (d) and (e) shows the vapor plug cutting through the liquid front
and colliding with another vapor plug present downstream. Also the wavy interface in
the slug can be noted from frames (e) and (f).
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Figure 27 Wavy annular flow with strong thin film nucleation. Successive frames
from (a) to (f) taken at 0.33 ms time interval indicating wavy flow with strong thin
film nucleation in a single channel from a set of six parallel vertical minichannels
with downward flow. G = 120 kg/m2s, q
= 317 kW/m2, Ts= 114.5C
Figure 27 shows strong thin film nucleation present during flow boiling in
minichannels. Frame (a) shows a vapor slug flowing down the channel. As described
before there is always a thin film of liquid present on the sides of any vapor plug or slug.
As this vapor slug flows down the channel, the nucleating cavities present along the
channel walls gets sufficient amount ofwater from the thin film to start nucleation.
Frames (e) to (f) shows bubbles nucleating in the thin film and colliding with the vapor
slug. This thin film nucleating is seen to be very strong and they disturb the vapor-liquid
interface violently.
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7.2.3 Flowpattern in vertical orientation - Upflow
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0
Figure 28 Back flow or Flow reversal extending into the inlet manifold. Successive
frames from (a) to (f) taken at 0.33 ms time interval indicating back flow in a single
channel from a set of six parallel vertical minichannels with downflow. G=120
kg/m2s, q"=317 kW/m2, TS=110.6C
Figure 28 shows back flow or flow reversal in one of the parallel minichannels. The
bulk flow in the channel is from top to bottom. The inlet manifold is located close to the top
of the channel and it is not shown in the figure. Frame (a) shows a single bubble nucleating
from the left wall of the channel. Frame (b) shows the bubble developing in to a slug and
expanding both sides of the channel pushing the water present upstream and downstream of
the channel. Frame (c) to (e) show the slug expanding all the way towards the inlet manifold
of the channel located at the top. Frame (f), shows the slug filling the entire channel and
entering the inlet manifold. This causes severe flow misdistribution which effects the
pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics as explained in the following sections.
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Figure 29 Bubble growth fluctuation. Successive frames from (a) to (e) taken at 0.83
ms time interval indicating bubble, plug merger in a single channel from a set of six
2 2
parallel vertical minichannels with upward flow. G=120 kg/m s, q =317 kW/m ,
TS=110.6C
Figure 29 shows flow in upward direction flowing against the gravity. The test
section orientation is switched so that inlet plenum is present at the bottom and the exit
plenum is present at the top of the channels. The rest of the experimental setup remains
the same. Most of the flow patterns observed for this case where quite similar to the
observation made for the vertical flow down except for changes in the measured pressure
drop and calculated heat transfer coefficient. An interesting observation ofbubble growth
and fluctuation is seen to occur in the present case as show from frames (a) to (f). Frame
(a) shows two bubbles nucleating on the same side of the channel. Frames (b) to (d)
shows one of the bubble reducing in size and almost about to collapse. Frame (e) shows
the bubble again growing back to it's original size and developing to a plug.
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Figure 30 Liquid plug breaking through a gas plug Successive frames from (a) to (f)
taken at 0.33 ms time interval indicating plug to annular flow in a single channel
from a set of six parallel vertical minichannels with upward flow. G=120 kg/m2s,
q=317 kW/m2, TS=110.6C
Figure 30 shows flow in vertical upward direction. Frames (a) and (b) show two
vapor plugs present in the channel. The bulk flow in from bottom to top. Frame (c) shows
the plug present in the down stream expanding on both sides of the channel and trying to
merge with the vapor plug present up stream. Frame (d) shows the head of the both the
plug changing in shape due to increase in pressure at the interface. Frame (e) finally
shows a single slug filling the entire channel.
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7.2.4 Comparison offlowpatterns in three orientations
The detailed images shown in Figs. 15-24 are obtained at a high exposure rate of up
to yield the clarity of the interface. Vertical downflow is characterized by its distinct
bullet-shaped vapor plugs. Thin film nucleation is seen very clearly in all cases. Merger
ofbubbles and vapor plugs coupled with rapid evaporation leads to churn flow in all
cases.
The backflow is seen in every case, but the intensity is seen to be much stronger in
the vertical downflow case. The rapid evaporation in a vapor plug aided by gravity
causes the vapor to flow backward in a more pronounced fashion in the vertical
downflow case. The resulting vapor backflow all the way into inlet manifold for the
conditions investigated here affects the flow distribution in the channels. The heat
transfer and pressure drop characteristics would be affected by this maldistribution. This
is confirmed by the results presented in the next section.
Another observation can be made regarding the non-equilibrium effects. As a result
ofbackflow, the pressure fluctuations are observed in the channel. The resulting changes
in local saturation temperature affects the growth and condensation within a bubble as
seen in Fig. 18. The time-dependent nature of flow patterns, presence of thin film
nucleation and churn flow, influence ofnon-equilibrium effects, and nature of
gravitational influence along the flow direction are major observations made from the
high-speed images obtained in this study.
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7.2. 5 Heat transfer andPressure drop characteristicsfor three orientations
The effect of gravitational forces normal to the flow direction is not expected to be
significant for hydraulic diameters smaller than the capillary diameter. However, the
orientation of channel length with respect to gravity may be important. In an effort to study
this effect, the local heat transfer coefficient is calculated using equations (14) and (15) for
the three cases under the same operating conditions. The associated pressure drops are also
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Figure 31 Time averaged pressure drop fluctuations averaged over 5 sec interval
after correcting for the gravitation term. G=120 kg/m2s, q =317 kW/m2, TS=110.6C
The instantaneous values ofpressure drop obtained from the pressure transducer were
averaged over a 5 second time interval (to filter out higher frequency terms) and are plotted
in Fig.3 1 for the three orientations tested under the same operating conditions. The
gravitational pressure drop term has been accounted for by subtracting it for the downflow
case and adding it for the upflow case. Average test section quality was used in the
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calculations of gravitational pressure drop under homogeneous flow assumption. Although
this assumption is not supported by the visual observations, the error introduced is believed
to be quite small as the same procedure was applied to all three cases in making this
comparison. Also, the magnitude of the gravitational pressure drop contribution was quite
small (0.5 kPa) compared to the total pressure drop of around 6-9 kPa. It can be seen from
Fig. 1 8 that the pressure drops are very similar for the horizontal and vertical downflow
cases, while it is about 25 percent lower in the vertical upflow case.
The variation of the local heat transfer coefficient with quality for the three
orientations is plotted in Figure 32. The associated error bars are also indicated for each data
point. It can be seen that the vertical upflow and horizontal flow cases yield very similar
results, but the vertical downflow case results in a considerably lower performance (30-40
percent). The decreasing trend in h with quality seen in Fig. 19 for all three cases is
consistent with the earlier observations by Steinke and Kandlikar (2003). This trend
indicates the dominance of nucleate boiling. This finding is supported by the high speed
images in Figs. 3-17 showing the presence ofnucleating bubbles at the walls during bulk
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Figure 32 Quality Vs Heat Transfer Coefficient. G=120 kg/m2s, q =317 kW/m2,
T,=110.6C










G (kg/m2s) 120 120 120
q"
(kW/m2) 317 317 317
TS(C) 110.9 110.6 114.5
DP (kPa) 8.50 6.75 8.60
hTp (kW/m'K) 29.8 30.4 22.4
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7.2.6 Conclusions
1 . High resolution images of flow patterns in minichannels under (a) horizontal flow,
(b) vertical upflow and (c) vertical downflow orientations are reported. It is found that
the
flow patterns are time dependent. Bubbly flow, thin film nucleation, slug flow, annular
flow and churn flow are observed in all three orientations. Thin film nucleation and rapid
evaporation during bubble and vapor plug mergers lead to localized churn flow.
2. Frame rates ofmore than 6000/sec are required to capture the rapidly evolving
events during flow boiling in small diameter channels. Use of lower frame rates may
mask the occurrence of some of the observed flow patterns. Shorter exposure times are
needed to provide clear pictures of the liquid-vapor interfaces.
3. The flow patterns for the three orientations were observed to be similar, except for
the changes in the shape of the vapor plugs (bullet-shaped for vertical downflow) and the
flow reversal characteristics.
4. Flow reversal was observed in all three orientations, but the effect was most
pronounced in the vertical downflow case. Reversed flow of vapor into the inlet
manifold was observed for this case.
5. Vertical upflow has a lower pressure drop when compared to the horizontal flow
and the vertical down flow cases. This difference is attributed to the less chaotic two-
phase flow observed in the vertical upflow case.
6. The vertical upflow case has a higher average heat transfer coefficient than the
vertical downflow case. This is mainly due to the backflow ofvapor into the inlet
manifold causing increased flow maldistribution in the vertical downflow case. The heat
transfer performance for vertical upflow is very similar to the horizontal case.
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7. The nucleating bubbles were found on the wall during passage of the bulk
liquid as
well in the thin liquid film surrounding the vapor plug or in the annular
film. The visual
observations support the dominance ofnucleate boiling as seen from the decreasing trend
in h versus x reported in this (Fig. 19) as well as other earlier investigations, e.g. Steinke
and Kandlikar (2004).
8. The rapidly moving interface of a fast growing bubble and the liquid front near
dryout condition provide some insight into the mechanisms leading to CHF. Further
work in this area is recommended.
9. The flow boiling performance of the minichannel undermicrogravity environment
is expected to be similar to the horizontal case as the absence of the gravity vector, which
is normal to the flow direction in the horizontal case, is not expected to alter the backflow
characteristics. The backflow characteristics are found to be mainly responsible for the
increased flow maldistribution and associated reduction in the heat transfer performance.
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7.3 Flow boiling correlation for flow in mini and microchannels
7.3.1 Correlationforminichannel
In two recent investigations, Kandlikar and Steinke (2002, 2003) extended the range
of applicability of the Kandlikar (1990,1991) correlation to Reynolds numbers below
3000. It is necessary for the all liquid flow single phase heat transfer coefficient to
reflect
the existing single-phase flow structure. The use of turbulent flow correlations was not
appropriate when the flow is laminar. A transition region was identified between
Reynolds numbers of 1600 and 3000. The following recommendations were made:
ReLo ^ 3000 Turbulent region
3000 > ReLo ^ 1 600 Transition region
1600 > ReLo - Laminar region
The single phase heat transfer coefficient for all flow as liquid, hLo, was calculated in
the above regions as follows:
Turbulent region - Gnielinski correlation
Laminar region -Laminar flow equation, (Nu=constant)
Transition region Depends on other flow parameters; a linear interpolation
between ReLo of 1600 and 3000 is recommended.










For flow boiling in small diameter tubes, the effect of tube orientation is negligible
and the froude number effect in the orginal correlation is deleted by setting f2{FrL0)=l
The single-phase, all-liquid flow heat transfer coefficient hLo is given by the following
correlations by Petukhov and Popov (1963), and Gnielinski (1976) respectively.
A ^t_ ^ cwin6














Figure 33 to 36 shows the comparison of the correlation prediction with experimental
data of Lin et al. (2001) in the laminar flow region. The refrigerant is R-141b, and the
tube diameters used are 1.1 mm and 2 mm. The all liquid flow Reynolds number ranges
from 1970 to 1 156. The flow is laminar. For the constant heat flux condition, Nulo is
estimated to be 4.36 for a circular tube. The Dittus -Boelter correlation is also to show
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Figure 33 Flow boiling data ofLin et al. (2001) compared to the correlation by
Kandlikar (1990, 1991) using laminar and turbulent single-phase correlations.
Dh= 2 mm;
q"
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Figure 34 Flow boiling data ofLin et al. (2001) compared to the correlation by
Kandlikar (1990, 1991) using laminar and turbulent single-phase correlations.
Dh= 1.1 mm;
q"




























Figure 35 Flow boiling data ofLin et al. (2001) compared to the correlation by
Kandlikar (1990, 1991) using laminar and turbulent single-phase correlations.
Dh =1.1 mm;
q"
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Figure 36 Yan and Lin (1996) data (points) for R134a compared to the correlation
by Kandlikar (1990, 1991) using laminar single-phase equation. G
= 50 kg/m s,
Re= 506. From Kandlikar and Steinke (2002, 2003)
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7.3.2 New correlationfor low Reynolds numberflow in microchannels
As the data formicrochannels in the channel diameters of less than 200 \xvci is
becoming available, it is seen that the Reynolds number with all liquid flow often falls in
the range below 100. The present investigation focuses on this range ofReynolds
number.
For Reynolds number in the range of 3000<Re<100 the following correlation by
Kandlikar (1990,1991) is employed:
h


















^^ = 0.6683Co--2(l-x)-8^o +1058.05oa7(l-x)a8ivAo (26)
where the laminar hLO is calculated by eq.(24).
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The new correlation takes into account the nucleate boiling dominant region ( hTPNBD )
of the previous Kandlikar correlation (1990,1991) without any addition of extra
constants. The convective part of the correlation is neglected. The new correlation
indicates that the boiling is nucleate dominant for ReLo ^ 100 inMicrochannels.
7.3.3 Details ofdata set investigated
The experimental data sets ofYen et al. (2002) using HCFC-123 in stainless steal
tubes of internal diameter 0.19 mm and 0.51mm is investigated. The tube diameter of
0.19 mm tube can be classified as a microchannel and 0.51mm tube can be classified as
minichannel under the classification scheme introduced earlier.
Figures 37 to 39 compare the correlation by Kandlikar (1990,1991) with the data by
Yen et al. (2002). For these data sets, laminar single phase heat transfer coefficient; eq.
(24), is used with constant Nusselt number of 4.36. The correlation is denoted by the
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Figure 37 Yen at el. (2002) data points for HCFC 123 compared to the correlation


















Figure 38 Yen at el. (2002) data points for HCFC 123 compared to the correlation
by Kandlikar (1990,1991) using laminar single -phase equation. Dh
= 0.51mm,
G = 295 kg/m2s, Re = 380
12000 -
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Figure 39 Yen at el. (2002) data points for HCFC 123 compared to the correlation
by Kandlikar (1990,1991) using laminar single-phase equation. Dh
=
0.51mm,
G = 145 kg/m2s, Re=179
100
For data sets in Figs. 37 and 38, the correlation by Kandlikar (1990,1991) using
laminar single phase heat transfer coefficient yields close agreement. As the Reynolds
number is decreased to values lower than 200 the correlation starts to over predict the
data as seen from Fig. 39. The new correlation proposed here, eq. (25), is used for the
data sets which have Re close to 100. The new correlation is denoted by the legend
Laminar-NBD meaning laminar flow with nucleate boiling dominant correlation. The
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Figure 40 Yen at el. (2002) data points for HCFC 123 compared to the proposed
correlation using laminar single phase equation.
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Figure 41 Yen at el. (2002) data points for HCFC 123 compared to the proposed
correlation proposed using laminar single phase equation.
Dh= 0.19mm,
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Figure 42 Yen at el. (2002) data points for HCFC 123 compared to the new
correlation by Kandlikar (2003) using laminar single -phase equation. Dh =
0.19mm,G = 145 kg/m2s, Re
= 72
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Circular tube of diameter 0.19mm (190 |im) is used in the data sets presented
from
Figure 40 to 41 . The trend displayed in data in the low quality region warrants some
discussion. Immediately following the nucleation, or the onset ofnucleate boiling, the
liquid superheat is suddenly released. This results in a very high heat transfer coefficient
in the low quality region.
The new Kandlikar correlation (2003) yields an excellent agreement as seen in Figs.
39, 40 and 41, which all have Re around 100. Based on this behavior it can be concluded
that the boiling is nucleate dominant for low Reynolds number flow in microchannels.
7.3.4 Conelusions on flow boiling correlation
1 . The experimental data for 0.5 1mm diameter tubes (minichannel) for Reynolds
number ranging between 450 to 150 where correlated well using the Kandlikar
correlation (1990,1991) with hLO calculated from the laminar flow equation.
2. The experimental data for 0.19mm diameter tubes (microchannel) for Reynolds
numbers around 100 was also well correlated using the new correlation proposed
in this work using only the nucleate boiling dominant part of the Kandlikar
correlation, eg.(17).
3. Based on the data sets investigated using the new correlation proposed here, it is
concluded that the boiling is more nucleate dominant for low Reynolds number
flows in microchannels.
4. More experimental data is needed to verify the nucleate boiling dominant effect in
the low Reynolds number flow in minichannels. Also, the exact transition to the
NBD region at Reynolds number of 100 is expected to undergo further refinement
as new data becomes available in this range of flow
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7.4 Signal analysis of pressure drop fluctuation in parallel minichannels




Figure 43 Bubble/Slug growth and Thin Film Nucleation, G=112 kg/m2s,
Ts=109.5C
The occurrence of thin film nucleate boiling was previously reported by Kasza et al.
(1997). Figure 43 from the current work shows bubble nucleation and slug growth in a
single channel in a set of six parallel minichannels. The bulk flow in the channel is from
left to right. An interesting phenomenon of thin film nucleate boiling was observed.
The video was taken at a 15,000 frames/s, and frames (a) to (e) are separated by an
equal time interval of 66.66 ms. Frame (a) shows the entire channel filled with water and
a bubble beginning to nucleate at the upper wall of the channel. It also shows some small
bubbles floating in the bulk fluid. Frames (b), (c) show the bubble that nucleated at the
upper wall of the channel, filling up the entire width of the channel leaving a thin film of
liquid on the sides of the wall. Frame (d) shows the complete channel filled with the slug
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and another bubble nucleating in the thin film at the same location. Frame (e) shows a
new bubble close to the lower wall of the channel, residing under the thin film at the
beginning of its coalescence.
The duration of the bubble nucleating in the thin film as seen in frame (e) to grow and
coalesce with the slug was about 133 ms. These values are very low when compared to
single bubble nucleating without the presence of a slug. The thin film nucleation was
observed to be quite periodic. The cross cursor in the camera software is calibrated to
measure the bubble diameter and the film thickness. The measured film thickness for this
particular case after the slug fills the entire channel length is approximately 50 [\xn.
7.4.2 Bubblegrowth rate in a minichannel
Figure 5 shows the velocity of the liquid vapor interface associated with a bubble
growth. This growth rate corresponds to Fig. 3 in which the sequence ofbubble growth
and slug formation is shown at a time interval of 0.66 ms.
Figure 44 Bubble/Slug Growth Rate, G=112 kg/m2s, Ts=109.5C
The velocity is observed to be extremely high, on the order of 3.5 m/s. As the bubble
nucleates and gets confined to the wall it experiences a sudden reduction in its growth
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rate. This point is noted in Fig.44 when the bubble/slug length is close to 1 mm. After the
bubble gets confined to the channel wall it starts to grow toward the sides at a very high
velocity. An increase in velocity at this stage is due to an increase in the evaporation rate
of the bubble as it gets closer to the channel wall.
7.4.3 Time dependentpressurefluctuations
Figure 45 Pressure drop fluctuations, G=120 Kg/m2s, TS=104.4C
Figure 46 Pressure drop fluctuations, G=120 kg/m2s, TS=110.2C
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Figures 45 and 46 show the pressure drop fluctuations as a function of time. The data
are recorded every 1 ms for a period of 10 s. The resulting frequency is 1 kHz (1/0.001s).
High speed data acquisition is necessary as it was shown in Fig. 4 that some bubble
nucleation occurs at a very high frequency. The pressure drop data are obtained at a
given mass flux for different surface temperatures. Adiabatic experiments were initially
performed and results indicated a constant pressure drop across the channel. This was
done to check the influence of noise level in the pressure drop data obtained for two
phase flow.
It is noted from Figs. 45 and 46 that the magnitude of the pressure drop increases with
an increase in surface temperature for a given mass flux. It should also be noted that the
peak-to-peak variation of pressure drop almost remains constant for small changes in
temperature. This can also be seen later from Fig. 52, which shows a plot ofpeak- to-
peak variation ofpressure drop for increase in temperature. The flow pattern observed for
this condition is described next.
Figure 47 Flow maldistribution in parallel minichannels, G
= 120 kg/m2s.
Ts = 110.2C. The bulk flow direction in channels is from left to right
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Figure 47 shows flow maldistribution in the parallel minichannels. All the channels
are seen to be active with primarily slug flows. The third channel from the top is seen
to
be darker as it was oxidized when it was tested previously during single channel
experiments. Slug flow in certain cases also extends into the inlet header causing severe
flow maldistribution. As seen in Fig. 46, the direction of the flow in some channels is
opposite to the bulk flow direction, which is from left to right. This chaotic nature is
predominately seen during flow boiling in small diameter parallel channels.
Figure 48 Schematic of flow maldistribution shown in Fig. 47. The bulk flow
direction is from left to right
Figure 48 shows a schematic representation of the two phase flow pattern seen in Fig.
47. The bulk flow is from left to right. In this case there is always a thin film ofwater left
between the slug and the walls of the channel. The reverse flow direction in the channel
is indicated by dotted arrows and the bulk flow is indicated by solid arrows. The first two
channels from the top show the slug flowing in opposite direction to the bulk flow in the
channel. The third and fourth channels have slug flow in the same direction as the bulk
flow. The fifth channel has the flow opposite to the bulk flow, which is similar to the
flow in channels one and two. The sixth channel has flow in the same direction as the
bulk flow. Another important behavior that is noted in Fig. 9 is the change in the contact
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angles between the slug and the walls of the channels. When the
vapor slug flows in the
reverse direction, the head of the slug has a receding contact angle with the walls of the
channel. When the vapor slug flows in direction of the bulk flow, the head of the slug
has
an advancing contact angle with the walls of the channel. This change in contact
angle is
due to the contact angle hysteresis.
From the above reported flow patterns it can be seen that in a network ofparallel
channels, each channel may have different flow direction from the other and this flow
maldistribution leads to severe pressure fluctuations. The corresponding plot ofpressure
fluctuation across time is shown in Fig. 46. The pressure fluctuations do not follow a
uniform pattern in parallel minichannels. It is extremely complex to map the flow
patterns with the time dependent pressure drop fluctuation because the effect ofpressure
drop caused by each channel gets superimposed on the other and hence the pressure
fluctuations get somewhat chaotic in nature.
7.4.4 Application ofFourier transformsfor signal analysis ofpressurefluctuations
The use of signal analysis helps us to study this chaotic nature ofpressure drop
fluctuation in minichannels, Campbell and Kandlikar (2003). MATLAB software is used
for performing the signal analysis of the pressure fluctuations. Fourier analysis is
performed using discrete Fourier transform (DFT) as it breaks down the signal into
constituent sinusoids of different frequencies. The algorithm used for computing the DFT
is Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). FFT transforms the time dependent pressure domain
data in to frequency domain data. The standard form of transform for engineering






n = 0 V TV
(27)
where N represents the number of data points, n is the time domain incrementing
index (n=0, 1 ,2, . . 1 ), x(n) is the value of the data point in the time domain, k represents
the exponential signals and has the value k=0, 1, 2,..., N-l, j indicates a complex number,
and ck are the complex values of the Fourier coefficients. Frequencies above Nyquist
frequency are ignored because they are due to the periodicity of the FFT and not due to
the higher frequency components in the signals. Nyquist frequency is defined as half of
the sampling frequency (1/2T). The following section gives the result of signal analysis
performed on pressure drop data obtained from this network ofparallel channels, and the
trends are explained in conjunction with the observed flow patterns.
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Figure 49 Dominant frequency as a function of surface temperature
Figure 49 shows a plot of the dominant frequency as a function of the surface
temperature. The dominant frequencies are identified by the magnitude of the Fourier
coefficient of the pressure signals. There is an increase in the dominant frequency with
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increase in the surface temperature. A decrease in frequency is also seen for surface
temperatures higher than 109C. This confirms the experimental observation ofCampbell
and Kandlikar (2004) for a single minichannel. They indicate that the decreasing trend is
due to the development of slug flow, which has low frequency compared to the
nucleating bubbles. This is further supported by our observation of the flow patterns,
which shows increased activity of slug flow at high temperatures compared to the
nucleating bubbles at lower temperatures.
Figure 50 Bubble nucleation at Ts=104.5 C (a-e) and Slug flow at Ts=110.2 C (f-j)
at the exit of the minichannel. The bulk flow direction is from left to right
Liquid
(D (2)
Figure 51 Schematic of bubble nucleation at Ts=104.5 C and slug formation at
Ts=110.2 C
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Figure 50 shows frames (a) to (j) separated by equal time steps of 0.25 ms each.
Frames (a) to (e) are taken at a surface temperature ofTs=104.5 C, and frames (f) to (j)
are taken at a surface temperature ofTs=l 10.2 C for the same mass flux ofG=120
kg/m2s. These frames are taken at the same channel location. From frames (a) to (e) a
nucleating site is seen to be active on the upper wall of the channel, close to the indicated
vertical line (k). This nucleating site gives out a train ofbubbles, nucleating at a very high
frequency. This nucleating site is found to be very active as long as it is covered with
water. The same location in frames (f) to (j) at higher temperature shows that this
nucleating site is no more active. Instead we see the occurrence of slug flow. The slug
flow takes over these nucleating sites and we see "thin film
nucleation"
at this site,
similar to that shown in Fig. 42.
Figure 51 shows a schematic of the flow pattern shown in Fig.49. Frame (a) to (e) and
(f) to (j) in Fig. 10 corresponds to frame (1) and (2) in Fig. 1 1 respectively. From visual
observation the calculated frequency of a complete slug formation is lower than the
bubble nucleation frequency. From this it can be concluded that slug flow corresponds to
the low frequency signature in the pressure drop fluctuations as compared to the
nucleating bubbles, which occur at much higher frequency. The corresponding plot of the
magnitude of the dominant frequency in Fig. 52 shows that there is always an increase in
magnitude of the Fourier coefficient with increase in surface temperature. From this it
can be concluded that the nucleating bubbles occurring at low surface temperature have
high frequency but lower magnitude and the slug flow occurring at a higher temperature
has a lower frequency but a higher magnitude. When temperature is lowered from
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Figure 52 Magnitude ofFourier coefficient at dominant frequency as a function of
surface temperature
Figure 52 shows the magnitude of the Fourier coefficient at the dominant frequency.
The slope is seen to be almost constant for lower surface temperatures. As slug flow
becomes dominant at higher temperatures, an increasing trend in the magnitude is
expected.
Figure 53 Peak to Peak variation of differential pressure as a function of surface
temperature
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Figure 53 shows the peak-to-peak variation of channel differential pressure as a
function of surface temperature. The magnitude of this variation is seen to be almost
constant with increase in temperature. Similar observation was made by Campbell and
Kandlikar (2003) in their low temperature data. Depending on the surface temperature
the slugs are formed either at the inlet or toward the exit of the minichannel. They occur
at all surface temperatures investigated here. A wide range of operating condition is
required to further map the flow patterns with the pressure fluctuations and their
corresponding dominant frequency.
7.4.5 Conclusions on pressure drop study
An experimental study ofpressure drop fluctuation and associated flow patterns in a
set of parallel channel ofhydraulic diameter 333 ^m is performed to identify the
dominant frequency and the corresponding flow patterns.
1 . Bubble growth and its transition to slug is clearly observed with a thin liquid film
covering the walls of the channel. Nucleation in the thin film was observed at a
higher frequency compared to a single nucleating bubble in the channel.
2. The velocity of the bubble/slug growth in a single channel from a set ofparallel
minichannels is calculated from the experimental visualization. The observed
highest velocity is 3.5 m/s.
3. Dominant frequency of the pressure drop fluctuation increases with an increase in
the surface temperature indicating an increase in bubble nucleation frequency. It
shows a decreasing trend for surface temperatures higher than 109C due to the
slug formation which has low frequency than the bubble nucleation frequency.
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4. Nucleate boiling is observed in the bulk liquid flow as well as in the thin liquid
film surrounding the vapor slug in the channel. This confirms the
dominance of
nucleate boiling heat transfer as reported by earlier investigators.
5. Slug flow was observed to be dominant for higher surface temperatures, and in
some cases it extended into the inlet manifold causing severe flow maldistribution.
8 FUTURE WORK
1 . High temperature glass can be used as a cover sheet for the channels so as to obtain
flow images under CHF conditions. These flow patterns can be used a model to
develop correlation for predicting CHF in small diameter channels.
2. The high speed camera can be synchronized with LabVIEW system so as to record
the flow patterns and steady state data at the same time.
3. Low temperature light sources can be used to prevent heating of the test section
during high speed photography.
4. Different orientations can be tested to verify the effect of gravitational force on flow
patterns, heat transfer and pressure drop.
5. Digital mass flow controllers insensitive to fluctuating pressure can be used to control
and measure the fluid flow.
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11.1 Dimensioned Drawing of the Entire Minichannel
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11.2 Dimensioned Drawing ofLexan Top Cover For Single Minichannel
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11.5 Pictures Of the Test Facility










Figure 55 Microreactor - A typical application ofMinichannels andMicrochannels
Source: Microreactors by Ehrfeld et al. (2000)
11.7 LabVIEW Front panel and VI
The following report gives details about the LabVIEW front panel and the VI block
diagram used for data acquisition
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200 by 990 micron microchannel
The Simple Data Logger VI acquires data using software timing and logs time and date stamped data to a
spreadsheet file . Enter your Device number, the Time Between Points, and the Channels you want to acquire and
log. Run the VI. After you enter a file name, data will be acquired and written to that file. You can read the data
back from the file using the Simple Data Reader VI. You can also view the data with a spreadsheet program.
View the help window description of each control for more information about its use.
font Panel
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MicroChannel DP (psi)
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DP Across T.S. | Pinletj
JI574 J15.74
TO - cooling water Inlet
flat piste Hx
T2 - water inlet
flat plate Hx
22.60
T31 - Flow Meter Inlet
T28 - Ambient 1 T29 - Ambient 2 T30 - Ambient 3
15.74 15.74









DT - Heat Loss
fcuo
DT - Flat Plate
jl.54




T6- Al: top layer Inlet
.22.19
T7 - A2: top layer
22.57
T8 - A3: top layer
T9 - A4: top layer
275.35
T10- A5: top layer
22.87




T12-_B1: bottom layer Inlet T18 - CI: Top Layer Inlet T24 - DI: Bottom layer
bottom layerT13 - B2
pM7
T14 - B3: bottom layer
22.79












T21 - C4: Top Layer
(22.54
T22 - C5: Top Layer
|0.89
T23 - C6: Top Layer Outlet
15.74
J1S.74
T25 - D2: Bottom layer
J15.74
T26 - D3: Bottom layer
15.74
T27 - 04: Bottom layer
Il5.74
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v0 Made from Special Limits of Error Material
*x 150 mm (6") and 300 mm (12") Lengths in
Stock*
U* Sheath Diameters from 0.25 mm (0.010")
to 3.18 mm (0.125")
is 304SS or Inconel Sheath
f Grounded, Ungrounded or Exposed Junction
t> 914 mm (36") Teflon-Coated Lead
Wires Standard
^ Environmentally Friendly Cadmium-Free Liquid
Crystal Polymer Molded Transition Junction








Available In Type Kor Type N, Consul!






50 and Up .Consult Sales
25 mm 28.7 mm
(1") -+\+ (1-13")
_^|





6.4 mm (0.25") OD dia
150 mm (6")
150 mm (6")
Note: Probes with 1.02 mm (0.040") diameter and larger supplied with molded transition joints. Smaller-size probes supplied with
stainless steel transition joints. All type-N probes supplied with stainless steel transition joints.
To Order (SpecifyModel Number) ALL MODELS IN STOCK FOR FAST DELIVERY!
Thermocouple Sheath Dia. Model No. Price Mode! No. Price Price/Add'l
Alloy mm (in.) 150mm (6") Length
GVE* U*
300 mm (12") Length
G*/E* U*
150mm (6")
Iron- 0.25 (0.010") HJMTSS-010(*)-6 $51 $71 HJMTSS-010(>12 $52.25 $72.25 $1.25
Constantan 0.50 (0.020") HJMTSS-020(*)-6 31 33 HJMTSS-020(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
304 SS 0.75 (0.032") HJMTSS-032(*)-6 31 33 HJMTSS-032(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
Sheath 1.0(0.040") HJMTSS-040(*)-6 31 33 HJMTSS-040(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
j
1.5 (0.062") HJMTSS-062(*)-6 27 29 HJMTSS-062(*)-12 27.80 29.80 .80
3.0(0.125") HJMTSS-125(>6 27 29 HJMTSS-125(*)-12 27.95 29.95 .95
CHROMEGA
0.25 (0.010") HKMTSS-010(*)-6 51 71 HKMTSS-010(*)-12 52.25 72.25 1.25
ALOMEGA
0.50 (0.020") HKMTSS-020(*)-6 31 33 HKMTSS-020(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
304 SS 0.75 (0.032") HKMTSS-032(*)-6 31 33 HKMTSS-032(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
Sheath 1.0(0.040") HKMTSS-040(*)-6 31 33 HKMTSS-040(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
K"
1.5 (0.062") HKMTSS-062(*)-6 27 29 HKMTSS-062(*)-12 27.80 29.80 .80
3.0(0.125") HKMTSS-125(*)-6 27 29 HKMTSS-125(*)-12 L 27.95 29.95 .95
CHROMEGA
0.25 (0.010") HEMTSS-010(*)-6 51 71 HEMTSS-010H-12 52.25 72.25 1.25
Constanan 0.50 (0.020") HEMTSS-020(*)-6 31 33 HEMTSS-020(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
304 SS 0.75 (0.032") HEMTSS-032(*)-6 31 33 HEMTSS-032(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
Sheath 1.0(0.040") HEMTSS-040(*)-6 31 33 HEMTSS-040(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
fC 1.5(0.062")
HEMTSS-062(*
-6 27 29 HEMTSS-062(*)-12 27.80 29.80 .80
t 3.0(0.125") HEMTSS-125(*)-6 27 29 HEMTSS-125(>12 27.95 29.95 .95
Copper- 0.50 (0.020") HTMTSS-020(*)-6 31 33 HTMTSS-020(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
Constantan 0.75 (0.032") HTMTSS-032(*)-6 31 33 HTMTSS-032(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
304 SS Sheath 1.0(0.040") HTMTSS-040(*)-6 31 33 HTMTSS-040(*)-12 31.65 33.65 .65
T
1.5(0.062") HTMTSS-062(>6 27 29 HTMTSS-062(*)-12 27.80 29.80 .80
3.0(0.125") HTMTSS-125(*)-6 27 29 HTMTSS-125(*)-12 27.95 29.95 .95
*Specify junction type: E (exposed), G (grounded) or U (ungrounded).
fOther lengths available, consult Sales Department
ro order with Inconel Sheath, Change
"SS"
in model no. to "IN". No additional charge. Example: HKMTIN-125G-6, $27.
Ordering Example: HKMTSS-125G-6, subminiature
transition joint probe, type K, 1.5 mm (0. 125") O.D. stainless steel sheath, 150 mm (6")
length, grounded junction, $27






and see pricing on KMQXL series page.
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WET/WETDIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
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i/0 Ideal for Pressure Drop
Across Filters
Specifications:
Excitation: 24 Vdc nominal
Max: 30.004 x (Loop Resistance Q) Vdc
Min: 1 1 .02 x (Loop Resistance jQ) Vdc
Loop Resistance: 0 to 1000 Q
Output: 4 to 20 mA (2-Wire)
Accuracy: 0.25% RSS FS at









Thermal Zero Effect: <0.02% FS/F
Thermal Span Effect: <0.02% FS/F
Sensor: Capacitance
Maximum Line Pressure: 250 psig
Maximum Overpressure: High Side:
1-5 psi = 20 x FS, 10-25 psi = 10 x FS
50 psi = 5xFS, 100psi = 2.5xFS
Low Side: 2.5 x FS (shift recoverable)
The zero will shift slightly when high
differential pressure is applied. The shift
may be as much as 10% FS with
overpressure applied to the low port.
(Other parameters will not shift.) The shift
may be recovered by a positive
overpressure or if the overpressure is
always in one direction, the user may
apply this pressure to pre-set the sensor.
Subsequent overloads of less pressure
will not cause any further shift.
Wetted Parts: Air and Fluids







Pressure Port: VV NPT internal
Electrical Connection: Internal Terminal
Strip with 1 conduit opening
Response Time: 50 ms (water)
Weight: 14.4 oz (410 g)
OMEGA'S PX2300 Series
high output, low differential
pressure transducers can be
used with most industrial
fluids, from dry air to
corrosive liquids. All wetted
parts are either stainless
steel or elastomer seals.
The electronics are safely
enclosed in a NEMA-4/IP65
enclosure. A high working
pressure and high
overpressure ratings are
designed in which ensures
dependability in harsh
industrial environments.
These units are ideal for
measuring pressure drop




























(psid) MODEL NO. M
e1Number,)
PRICE COMPATIBLEMETERS
Oto 1 PX2300-1DI $395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
0to2 PX2300-2DI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
Oto 5 PX2300-5DI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
Oto 10 PX2300-10DI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
Oto 25 PX2300-25DI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
Oto 50 PX2300-50DI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
Oto 100 PX2300-100DI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
0.5 PX2300-0.5BDI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
1 PX2300-1BDI 395 DP41-E,DP25-E, DP-7700
2.5 PX2300-2.5BDI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
5 PX2300-5BDI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
10 PX2300-10BDI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
25 PX2300-25BDI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
50 PX2300-50BDI 395 DP41-E, DP25-E, DP-7700
Allmodels come with complete operator's manual.









be Applied to Both Sides
v0 Gage and Differential
Models Available
V Miniature PC Board
Mount Design
OMEGA's PX26 Series pressure
sensors feature state-of-the-art silicon
technology which permits both sides
of the diaphragm to handle liquids.
A unique conductive seal between
the silicon diaphragm and the plastic
housing allows for wet/wet applications
and lower production costs than typical
gold wire silicon sensors. This new
construction has a larger diaphragm
than traditional silicon sensors, resulting
in increased long-term stability.
SPECIFICATIONS
Excitation: 10 Vdc, 16 Vdc max @2mA
Output (@ 10 Vdc): 1 psi = 16.7 mV
5 psi = 50 mv; >5 psi = 100 mV
Linearity: 0.25% FS BFSL Typical
(1% maximum) P2>P1
Hysteresis and Repeatability: 0.2% FS
Zero Balance: 1 .5 mV
Span Tolerance: 3.0 mV
1 Year Stability: 0.5% FS
Operating Temperature: -40 to 85C
(-40to185F)
Compensated Temperature: 0 to 50C
(32to122F)
Thermal Effects:
Zero: 1 mV Span: 1%Rdg
Proof Pressure: 20 psi for <5 psi;
45 psi for 15 psi ; 60 psi for 30 psi
200 psi for 100 psi range
Input Resistance: 7.5 kD,
Output Resistance: 2.5 kn
Response Time: 1 ms
Gage Type: Silicon sensor
Wetted Parts: Polyethimide, silicon,
fluorosilicone
Mating Connector: CX136-4, ($2.50),
not included, see page C-3
Weight: 2 g (0.07 oz)
PX26 Series














DP25-S Meter, $245, sold
separately, see Section D
Shown Smaller Than Actual Size






















MOST POPULAR MODELS HIGHLIGHTED MADE IN
To Order (SpecifyModelNumber)
jjaJi
RANGE MODELNUMBER PRICE COMPATIBLE METERS*
0 to 1 psig PX26-001GV $35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
0 to 5 psig PX26-005GV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
0 to 15 psig PX26-015GV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
0 to 30 psig PX26-030GV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
0 to 250 psig PX26-250GV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
1 psid PX26-001DV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
5 psid PX26-005DV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
15 psid PX26-015DV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
30 psid PX26-030DV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
100 psid PX26-100DV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
250 psid PX26-250DV 35 DP25-S, DP460-S, DP41-S
ACCESSORIES
MODEL NUMBER PRICE CASCRIPTION
CX136-4 $ 2.50 4 pin connector
TX4-100 28.50 4 conductor copper wire, 100 ft
TY316-100 20.00 Flexible plastic tubing, 100 ft
Comes with complete operator's manual. *See Section D for compatible meters
Ordering Example: PX26-030DVhas a bidirectional range of30 psid, $35.
B-11
FL-5000 SERIES GLASS TUDE
FLOWMETERS

























Dimensions In mm (In)
65 mm {2.5") FLOWMETER
Millimeters 140 35.7 59.5 31.8 114 12.7




Olmanilons In mm (In)






















65 mm (2.6") scale 5%
150 mm (5.9") scale 3%
Back Plate: Aluminum
Standard Seals: Aluminum with





FL-5000 series rotameters are
supplied standard with a 9-tum
cartridge valve. Optionally available are
unitswithout a valve orwith a 1 6-tum




Model No. Price Model No. Price cc/min cc/min
FL-5311G $82 FL-5411G $186 51 .54
FL-5311SA 82 FL-5411SA 186 82 1.19
FL-5311ST 82 FL-5411ST 186 153 2.75
FL-5311C 82 FL-5411C 186 284 4.8
FL-5311T 104 FL-5411T 208 310 5.5
FL-5321G 82 FL-5421G 186 103 1.24
FL-5321SA 82 FL-5421SA 186 160 2.38
FL-5321ST 82 FL-5421ST 186 298 5.38
FL-5321C 82 FL-5421C 186 498 6.6
FL-5321T 104 FL-5421T 208 546 9.5
FL-5331G 82 FL-5431G 186 400 5.9
FL-5331SA 82 FL-5431SA 186 550 11
FL-5331ST 82 FL-5431ST 186 855 21.4
FL-5331C 82 FL-5431C 186 1275 35.4
FL-5331T 104 FL-5431T 208 1360 38.4
FL-5341G 82 FL-5441G 186 900 18.2
FL-5341SA 82 FL-5441SA 186 1200 29.6
FL-5341ST 82 FL-5441ST 186 1800 50.1
FL-5341C 104 FL-5441C 186 2620 76.1
FL-5341T 104 FL-5441T 208 2790 82.4
FL-5351G 82 FL-5451G 186 2580 55
FL-5351SA 104 FL-5451SA 208 3350 85
FL-5351ST 82 FL-5451ST 186 5030 140
FL-5351C 82 FL-5451C 186 7270 215
FL-5351T 109 FL-5451T 213 7710 230
FL-5361G 82 FL-5461G 186 3930 90
FL-5361SA 104 FL-5461SA 208 5080 130
FL-5361ST 82 FL-5461ST 186 7510 220
FL-5361C 82 FL-5461C 186 10700 325
FL-5361T 109 FL-5461T 213 11315 345
FL-5371G 82 FL-5471G 186 6000 130
FL-5371SA 109 FL-5471SA 213 7800 200
FL-5371ST 82 FL-5471ST 186 11450 335
FL-5371C 109 FL-5471C 213 16340 500
FL-5371T 214 FL-5471T 318 17250 535
FL-5381G 82 FL-5481G 186 10100 235
FL-5381SA 109 FL-5481SA 213 12980 350
FL-5381ST 82 FL-5481ST 186 18960 560
FL-5381C 109 FL-5481C 213 26525 830
FL-5381T 214 FL-5481T 318 28115 885
FL-5391G 82 FL-5491G 186 15750 375
FL-5391SA 109 FL-5491SA 213 20170 545
FL-5391ST 82 FL-5491ST 186 29400 880
FL-5391C 109 FL-5491C 213 41175 1305
FL-5391T 214 FL-5491T 318 43410 1385
FL-5392G 82 FL-5492G 186 23640 570
FL-5392SA 109 FL-5492SA 213 30090 825
FL-5392ST 82 FL-5492ST 186 43340 1305
FL-5392C 109 FL-5492C 213 61120 1920






Model No. Price Model No. Price cc/min cc/min
FL-5511G $125 FL-5611G $234 50 .6
FL-5511SA 125 FL-5611SA 234 78 1.04
FL-5511ST 125 FL-5611ST 234 152 2.5
FL-5511C 125 FL-5611C 234 281 5.3
FL-5511T 147 FL-5611T 256 315 6.6
FL-5521G 125 FL-5621G 234 106 1.11
FL-5521SA 125 FL-5621SA 234 167 2.47
FL-5521ST 125 FL-5621ST 234 308 5.74
FL-5521C 125 FL-5621C 234 497 10.1
FL-5521T 147 FL-5621T 256 540 11.78
FL-5531G 125 FL-5631G 234 400 6.1
FL-5531SA 125 FL-5631SA 234 555 11.1
FL-5531ST 125 FL-5631ST 234 870 22.2
FL-5531C 125 FL-5631C 234 1300 36.2
FL-5531T 147 FL-5631T 256 1400 39.5
FL-5541G 125 FL-5641G 234 855 18
FL-5541SA 125 FL-5641SA 234 1135 27.6
FL-5541ST 125 FL-5641ST 234 1710 47.5
FL-5541C 147 FL-5641C 234 2465 73.2
FL-5541T 147 FL-5641T 256 2640 78.8
FL-5551G 125 FL-5651G 234 2290 50
FL-5551SA 147 FL-5651SA 256 2980 75
FL-5551ST 125 FL-5651ST 234 4480 125
FL-5551C 125 FL-5651C 234 6475 190
FL-5551T 152 FL-5651T 261 6805 205
FL-5561G 125 FL-5661G 234 3425 75
FL-5561SA 147 FL-5661SA 256 4465 115
FL-5561ST 125 FL-5661ST 234 6600 190
FL-5561C 125 FL-5661C 234 9475 285
FL-5561T 152 FL-5661T 261 9990 305
FL-5571G 125 FL-5671G 234 9180 215
FL-5571SA 152 FL-5671SA 261 11990 315
FL-5571ST 125 FL-5671ST 234 17810 515
FL-5571C 152 FL-5671C 234 24970 765
FL-5571T 257 FL-5671T 366 26170 825
FL-5581G 125 FL-5681G 234 23740 565
FL-5581SA 152 FL-5681SA 261 30270 830
FL-5581ST 125 FL-5681ST 234 44050 1335
FL-5581C 152 FL-5681C 261 61410 1950
FL-5581T 257 FL-5681T 366 66370 2080
FLOiVT MATER ALCOD ES
E lack Glass (G)
S apphireMSA)
S tainles s Steel (ST)
clarbolo;/(C)
Tantalurn(T)
1. To order units without valves, add suffix
"-NV"
to model number and subtract $10 for aluminum, $21 for 316SS.
2. To order units with high resolution valves, add suffix
"-HRV"
to model number and add $49 for aluminum and $74 for 3 16SS.
Ordering Examples: FL-5671T-HRV 150 mm glass tube, stainless steel-tantalum float flowmeter with high resolution valves,
$366 + 74 = $440; FL-5361C, 65mm glass tube, carboloy float, $82
B-14
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Presto 23-Quart Pressure Canner
Pressure canning is the only
method recommended safe by
the U.S.DA for low-acid
foods such as vegetables,
meats and fish. The easy-to-
read gauge automatically
registers a complete range of
processing temperatures. Air
vent/cover lock allows
pressure to build up only when
the cover is closed properly
and prevents the cover from opening until pressure is safely
reduced. Presto Pressure Canners also double as water bath
canners for preserving fruits, jams, jellies, pickles and salsas.
Canners are constructed of extra-strong, warp-resistant aluminum
and are suitable for use on regular and smooth top ranges.
Includes cooking/canning rack and complete instruction and recipe
book. 23-Quart liquid capacity
**
To order parts for this item, please
visit our PARTS & SERVICE section.
**
















Presto products are available for purchase
at your favorite retailer or on the web at
SureSource
Accessories & Replacement Parts
Click Here For Parts And Service




form. You will need
Adobe
Acrobat
Reader to view the documents. If
you do not have this program currently on your computer, you may
download it by following these instructions:
1. Click "Get Acrobat
Reader"
below and follow the instructions.






Presto 23-Quart Pressure Canner Product Manual
home | site map | products | parts & service | special offers |
instruction manuals | pressure cooking | canning | recipes | company history | financial report
inventor info | dealer resources | school program | your account | ordering info |
shipping info | privacy policy | purchase history | view cart | checkout | email
http://www.gopresto.com/products/products.php?stock=0 1 78 1 4/8/2004
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Drill and ream holes to the proper length and the nominal diameter plus maximum, minus of the
heater diameter 3/16", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", etc. The heaters are sized so that they never exceed .005 less than the
nominal diameter and always at least .001 under the nominal diameter for a slide fit. These close fits insure
rapid heat transfer from the heater and also help keep the unit as cool as possible, which contributes to long
life. Always finish-ream drilled or cast holes to insure a smooth, uniformmetal tometal contact. A knockout
hole should be provided if possible to aid removal. The receptacle hole should be free from oil before heater
installation to avoid contamination and short life. Do not use set screws to hold heaters in place. Lead wires,
especially when the heater is in a moving die or platen, should be supported to prevent excessive stress on the
lead wires.
On many applications, plastic material,
machine oil, and/ormoisture may be present. Cycling of a cartridge
heater causes thesematerials to be absorbed. Heaters, therefore, should be carefully selected for these applica
tions utilizing sealed
terminations.
When installing high watt density cartridge heaters (CSH Series), see the graph below for allowable watt
densities at different fit tolerances and operating temperatures.
Maximum watts/sq. in. with various increasing temperatures
and hole tolerances
Hole size over nominal fractional size
The watt densities axe based on a unit installed in
mild steel. Differentmaterials affect the above values, i.e.
the lower the thermal conductivity of the material,





















Teflon, rated to 200C (392F)
Fiberglass, rated to 250C (482F)









(1.6 mm), whichever is greater
0.020"




300 series stainless steel
WARRANTY
OMEGA warrants this unit to be free of defects in materials and workmanship and
to give satisfactory service for a period of 13 months
from date of purchase.
OMEGAWarranty adds an additional one (1) month grace period to the normal one
(1) year product warranty to cover handling and shipping time. This ensures that
OMEGA's customers receive maximum coverage on each product If the unit should
malfunction, it must be returned to the factory for evaluation. OMEGA's Customer
Service Department will issue an Authorized Return (AR) number immediately upon
phone or written request Upon examination by OMEGA, if the unit is found to be
defective it will b* repaired or replaced at no charge. However, this WARRANTY is
VOID if the unit shows evidence of having been tampered with or shows evidence of
being damaged as a result of excessive corrosion; or current,
heat, moisture or
vibration; improper specification; misapplication; misuse or
other operating condi
tions outside of OMEGA's control. Components which wear or which are damaged
by misuse are notwarranted. These include contact points, fuses,
and triacs.
OMEGA is glad to offer suggestions on the use of its various products.
Nevertheless, OMEGA only warrants that tho parts
manufactured by it will
be as specified and free of defects.
OMEGA MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY
KIND WHATSOEVER, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT THAT OF TTTLE
AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF
MER
CHANTABILITY AND FrTNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE HEREBY
DISCLAIMED.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: Tha remedies of purchaser sat forth harain are
.elusive and the total liability of OMEGA with respect
to this order.
whether based on contract, warranty, negligence, indemnification, strict
liability or otherwise, shall not exceed tha
purchase price of tha compo
nent upon which liability is basad. In no event shall
OMEGA be liable for
consequential, incidental or special
damages.
Every precaution for accuracy has been taken in
the preparation of this manual;
however OMEGA ENGINEERING. INC. neither assumes responsibility
for any omis
sions or errors that may appear nor assumes liability for any
damages that result
from the use of the products in accordance with the
information contained in the
manual.
SPECIAL CONDITION: Should this equipment be
used in or with nuclear instal
lation or activity, purchaser will indemnify OMEGA and
hold OMEGA harmless from
any liability or damage whatsoever arising
out of the use of the equipment in such a
manner.
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Sties Service: 1-800-826-6342 /
1-800-TC-OMEGA*"
Customer Service: 1-800-622-2375 /
1-600-622-BEST"
Engineering Service: 1-800-872-9436 /
1-800-USA-WHEN"
TELEX: 996404 EASYUNK: 62968934 CABLE: OMEGA
Servicing Europe: United Kingdom Sales and Distribution Center
25 Swannington Road. Broughton Astley, Leicestershire
LE9 6TU, England
Telephone: 44 (1455) 285520 FAX 44 (1455) 2B3912
RETURN REQUESTS / INQUIRIES
Direct all warranty and repair requests/inquiries to the OMEGA ENGINEERING Customer
Service Department. BEFORE RETURNING ANY PRODUCES) TO OMEGA. PURCHASER
MUST OBTAIN AN AUTHORIZED RETURN (AR) NUMBER FROM OMEGA'S CUSTOMER
SERVICE DEPARTMENT (IN ORDER TO AVOID PROCESSING DELAYS). The assigned AR
number should then be marked on the outside of the return package and on any corre
spondence.
FORWARRANTY RETURNS, please have
the following information available
BEFORE contacting OMEGA:
1. P.O. number underwhich the product
was PURCHASED,
2. Model and serial number of the
product underwarranty, and
3. Repair instructions and/or specific
problems relative to the product.
FOR HON-WARRAhTTY REPAIRS OR AL:
IBRAT1QN. consult OMEGA for current
repair/calibration charges. Have the fol
lowing information available BEFORE
contacting OMEGA:
1. P.O. number to cover the COST of the
repair/calibration.
2. Model and serial number of product.
and
3. Repair instructions and/or specific
problems relative to the product.
OMEGA's policy is to make running changes, not model changes, whenever an improve
ment is possible. This affords our customers the latest in technology and engineering.
OMEGA is a registered trademark of OMEGA ENGINEERING, INC
Copyright 1995 OMEGA ENGINEERING. INC. All rights reserved. This documentation
may not be copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, or reduced to any electronic
medium or machine-readable form, in whole or in part, without priorwritten consent of
OMEGA ENGINEERING. INC.
